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Journol Colleclion Anolysis
ol o Liberol Arls College

production ofnewjournal titles, a never-
ending stream of requests {iom {'aculty for
additions to collections, and tight budget-
ary environments, the presence ofdata on
journal subscription prices, shelf space,
and journal use can assist in making deci-
sions. A serials librarian with data that

st#T at the College of Saint Rose ad-
dressed the question, "What are the crite-
ria for determining the cost-effectiveness
of a journal collection, and how can the
criteria be measured within an existing
operating budget?" In this study, the
author utilizes data collection techniques

/283

and methods o{ analysis that have not pre-
viously appeared in the library literature.
A simple, inexpensive method of marking
shelf labels was implemented for measur-
ing use. The calculation of subscription
cost dMded by use is enhanced with data
on the number of enrolled students
served by each department's joumal sub-
scriptions.

JoURNAL Usr Sruores

The literature reviewed in the process of
planning, executing, and reporting this
journal collection analysis makes apparent
the benelits o{'quantitative approaches to
journal c-ollection analysis and provides
suggestions for conducting effective stud-
ies. Metz (1992) has written that measur-
ing journal use is extremely useful and is
an invaluable step prior to any serials can-
cellation proiect because of the peace of
mind that use statistics give bibliog-
raphers. Although he recognizes the im-
perfection of use statistics, such statistics

Srevn Blacx (blacks@rosnet.strose.edu) is serials, re{erence, and instruction librarian, Neil
Hellman Library The College of Saint Rose, Albany, NY 12203 Manuscript received April 2I,
1997; accepted {br publication July 7, 1997. The author wishes to thank Paula Green, whose
concientious work was essential to the study's success
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at least indicate the tides that are used and
reduce the chance ofnominating a critical
title for cancellation. Milne and Tiffany
(1991) have described the economic ad-
vantages ofcalculating the cost-per-use of
seriali, which is defined as th'e current
annual subscripdon price of a serial di-
vided by the number of calculated uses

concentrations of use in joumal collec-
tions and concluded that libraries should
establish systems for monitoring use of
their collections to identify low-uie titles.

Broadus (1985b) desciibed how one
might use the citation statistics of ISIt

loumal Citation Reports for collection
analysis. Broadus proposed that citation
analysis might supplement or even re-
placejournal use studies. Eckman (1988)
combined a use study, citation analysis,
and list checking to analyze a specialized
academic Iibrary's journal colleitton. The
goal of his use study was to employ a
iimple method that would -"*,rrL t"lu-
tive levels of use. Eckman's results aided
collection development decisions and in-
formed plans for future use studies. Young
(1992) described a method ofusing bibli-
ographic database transaction logJ to as-
sess a journals collection and concluded
that logs ofdatabase transactions can pro-
vide an approximate measure of lournal
use. Gossen and Irving (1995) described
how a journal use study conducted at the
four State University of NewYork (SUNY)

also recognized, but chose not to include,
the costs of photocopying, weeding, and
vandalism in the calculation of cost-per-
use. All these authors implemented or
applied journal use studies in their analy-
ses of journal collections.

fournal use study methods reported in
the literature include several ways of count-
ingvolumes as they are reshelved, of count-
ing users, and ofmonitoring circulation sta-
tistics. As notedby Herzog (Edelman 1994,
190), the most that can be expected from
most use studies is a measure of relative
use. No absolute measure of joumal use is
possible in open stacks. It is bven difficult
to define precisely what constitutes a use
of a journal. For instance, is browsing a
table ofcontents and choosing not to read
any ofthe articles a use? Sh5uld uses by
persons not af{iliated with the college
count? For a study that relies on a count
of volumes found off the shelves (some-
times referred to as the "sweep" method),
the definition of a use becomes "it was
found on a table or cart." While this defi-
nition is simple and reasonable, its limits
must be recognized, and results must be
taken as best estimates rather than as ab-
solutes.

However, alternatives to the sweep
method, such as surveys that ask users
what they have used or itndi"r of bibliog-
raphies ofpapers created by library users,
might not be more valid or reliable than
reshelving counts. Naylor (1994) found
fewer reported uses from a user suryey
than were recorded by reshelving counts.
Analysis of bibliographies published by
faculty and submitted in student papers as
described byfoswick and Stierman (1997)
is an interesting and valuable approach
but produces a very small sample of a
library's total journal use. Their method of
counting citations printed from a biblio-
graphic database is another possible ap-
proach, but it is unclear how printed cita-
tions reflect actual journal use. The
method ofchecking references in student
papers to evaluate a specific part of a
collection was employed by Sylvia and
Lesher (1995). They found, to their sur-
prise, that shelving'counts did not corre-
spond to student citations.

As is frequently pointed out in the lit-
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erature, each method ofjoumal analpis has
its own strengths and wealrresses. The
authors cited here have devised and em-

Snrr,r SPACE MANAGEMENT

An important aspect of the cost-effective-

port on a method ofcalculaUng collection
expansion. Shelfspace is also a component
of the fixed cost of maintaining a subscrip-

maintain on the shelves.
The published work of these authors

makes clear that the future availabihw of
shelf space is a factor to consider in jour-
nal collection development decisions. The
measurement and evaluation of the iour-
nal collection's consumption of ihelf
space can contribute to the decision to
find electronic alternatives to traditional
subscriptions. When combined with use
data, shelf space consumption data also

maximum savings of valuable shelf space.

BAcKGRoUND

The College of Saint Rose is an inde-
pendent, Joeducational liberal arts col-
lege located in Albany, New York. It en-
rolls more than 1.700 full-time and g00
part-time students in 35 bachelor's degree

o Jounral Collection Analysis /285

programs and more than 1,300 students in
19 master's degree programs. The college's
most heavily enrolled programs are in edu-
cation, special education, the social sci-
ences, business, liberal arts, and {ine arts.
Programs supported by scientiftc, medical,
and technical joumals are relatively small
but are important components ofthe under-
graduate curriculum. The college library
subscribes to very few foreign language ti-
tles. The college's 45,fiD square foot NeiI
Hellman Library houses over 195,000
bound volumes and maintains approxi-
mately I,050 current periodical subscrip-
tions. Detailed information about the col-
lege and the Iibrary can be found on the
World Wide Web at www.strose.edu.

The primary goal of the library's serials
collection development policy is to sup-
port the educational mission of the col-
lege, with a secondary goal of providing
journals of general and cultural value to
enhance students' personal grourth. The
policy states that collection development
is carried out in accordance with the Li-
brary Bill of Rights, which proscribes cen-
sorship and ideological favoritism (Ameri-
can Library Association 1980). Support of
faculty research is not an explicit goal of
collection development. ]ournal selection
has tra&tionally been driven by faculty
requests for titles to support their pro-
grams. Since 1990 the library has en-
forced a general policy of no new net
growth in the number of subscriptions in
any academic area except to support new
programs. The parsimonious addition of
anv new titles, combined with the usual
tri;kle of ceased and canceled titles, has
forestalled any major cancellation pro-
jects. But because subscription price in-
creases and allocations for CD-ROM da-
tabases have signiftcantly outstripped
materials budget increases, the portion of
funds left for books is rapidly shrinking to
unacceptable levels. Consequendy, I de-
cided to conduct an empirical analysis of
the joumal collection to facilitate ap-
proaches to managing the looming mate-
rials budget crisis.

Corr,rcttoN ANArYsrs Cnrrnnle

This journal collection analysis was based
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on measurements ofjournal use, journal
subscription prices, and course enroll-
ment. The primary goals of the analysis
were to define and support criteria for
determining the cost-effectiveness of
the collection. The use data can also be
used to support improved management
of available shelf space. Cost-effective-
ness criteria chosen for this study were
the subscription prices per use of each
journal, departmental expenditures for
journals relative to academic depart-
ments' total annual course enrollment.
the number of subscriptions in each de-
partment relative to annual course en-
rollment, and the rate of journal use in
each department. The analysis based on

means proliferate, careful analysis of
the collection by individual title, by aca-
demic department, and by the cLllec-
tion as a whole is important for making
informed decisions on possible augmen"-
tation or substitution ofthe print collec-
tion with electronic access.

DATA CoLLEcTIoN METrroD

spreadsheet with an existing title list.
These measurements in&cated that. all
things remaining equal, the "comfort zone
capacity" of existing shelf space would be
fili:d 6y 2002. Sa[p and'suttle (1994)
determined that 8" of empty space per 36"

shelf was the "comfort zone" needed to
allow for daily variations in space needs.

Given the library's space and budget
constraints as well as the beneftts ofquan-
titative analpis explained above, I de-
cided to conduct a use studv in calendar

come a problem, and volumes were being
moved to storage when room ran out on
the shelves, with Lttle regard for how
often the titles were used. The sole pur-
pose ofthe 1981 use studywas to collect
the data needed to rationalize the transfer
ofvolumes to storage. The broader goal of
the 1996 study was not only to identify
volumes with verv low use but also to
provide the data needed to analyze the
cost-effectiveness of each journal in the
collection. Gathering the data needed to
calculate subscription price per use was
deemed important enough to expend the
time and effort to measure all uses for a
full calendar year. However, the studv
needed to be'done within the existing
budget and work schedule because no exl
tra funds were available.

ln consultation with colleagues and es-
pecially with the nonprofessional staff
who would be direcdy involved in the
project, I decided on a method of marking
shelf labels each time a volume or issue
was reshelved. Labels were created using
word processing software, printed on
standard 872-x-11-inch paper, and sliced
to size. When inserted into the existing
shelf label holders^ the labels provided a
marking space of l%-inches on each side.
Black ffne-tip felt markers were obtained,
sigrs were posted throughout the journal
stacks aslcing patrons not to reshelvejour-
nals because a study was in progress, and
instructions for shelvers were created and
disseminated. Shelvers used the markers
to put a dot to the left of the title for a
volume dated before 1990; they put a dot
to the right for a volume or issue dated
1990 or later. Cooperation.by staff and
student workers was good, and the
method was rea&lv understood. Bound
volumes and individual issues were
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counted equally.
The most current issues of general in-

terest titl-es are kept in a separite rea&ng
room and were not counted. This resulted
in an undercount of some popular tides
and reduced the incidence of in&vidual
issues counting the same as bound vol-
umes. Indexes, newspapers, and serials
not housed in the iournals stacks were not
included in the study. Of the library's
1,050 current periodical subscriptions,
the study measured the use of 1,022 jour-
nals. Reshelved volumes were marked
from |anuary l7-December 15, 1996.
Counts were taken and labels replaced
after the spring 1996 and fall 1996 terms.
Vandalized labels and labels crowded with
dots were replaced as needed. The rate of
vandalism was less than l7o, but some data
were lost for nine iournals. In all but one
case, the lost data were replaced by dupli-
cating the count from the other semesier.
One journal suffered lost data for both
semesters and was excluded from the
study. Although the duplication ofdata for
the nine iouirals from one semester to
another ieduced data integrity, noted
similarities of recorded use between se-
mesters for other titles made duplication
more desirable than omission of [he eight
titles from the studv.

There were four sets of reshelving
counts: 1996 spring semester, pre-lggO
volumes; 1996 spring semester, 1990-pre -
sent volumes: 1996 summer terms and fall
semester, pre-1990 volumes; and 1996
summer terms and fall semester, lgg0-
present volumes. The four sets ofreshelv-
ing counts were added to the spreadsheet
containing the shelfspace data. The sum
of uses foi each title-comprised the pri-
mary use data, but the four distinct iets
were preserved in the spreadsheet.

Subscription prices paid for 1996 (in-
cluding price ad;ustmlnts after initial
vendor invoicing) for each ofthe g5Ijour-
nals were entered into the spreadsheet.
The College of Saint Rose allocates the
materials budget among twenty-two de-
partments. Each journal is coded to in&-
cate the department's materials budget to
which the subscription is alloeated. fhese
codes were included in the original title
list and were carried over into the spread-

o Journal Collection Analysis /287

sheet created for this study.
These data, when com6ined with sub-

scription cost data, were sufffcient to
identifr low-use titles and to calculate
subscription price per use. But because
the majorityofthe college s income comes
from tuition, journal use figures are more
meaningful in the context of the number
of students served per subscription. To
make such a calculaiion. I conticted the
college registrar, who provided a printout
of the enrollment for every undergradu-
ate and graduate course conducted in cal-
endar year 1996. Course enrollments
were tabulated for each department, and
the department totals were added to the
spreadsheet. The total enrollment for
courses by the college's 3,726 students for
spring, summea and fall 1996 was 29,155.
Because each subscription is coded by
academic department, the number of stu-
dents sewed can be measured by tallying
each academic departmentt annual total
course enrollment and comparing that to
the number of subscriptions allocated to
the department.

The library has a general category for
journals not alloeated to an academic de-
partment and a reference category for in-
dexes and a few library journals. fournals
fora department might receive signiffcant
use from sfudents not enrolled in courses
in that department, but there is no way to
determine that from the data collected
because the uses were counted with no
attribution ofusers' course or department
afftliation. However, estimated impact of
cross-&sciplinary use might be judged on
a tide-by-title basis.

DATAANALYSIS

The spreadsheet created for this study
included data for: journal tide, academic
department, subscription price, journal
use, department course enrollment, and
year subscription began. These data were
used to calculate subscription price per
use, subscription price per enrolled sfu-
dent, number of enrolled students per
subscription in each department, and
number of ;ournal uses per enrolled sfu-
dent. Thesl four calcuiations comprise
the criteria for determining the cost-ef-
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TABLE 1

Sunscnlpnou PRrcE pER UsE

Department Number ofsubscriptions Average Price Total uses price/use

Medical Technology

Computer Science

Biolory

Philosophy

Public Communication

Foreign Languages

Music

Psychologr

Historv and Political
Scierice

Business

Sociologr

Religious Studies

Physics

Mathematics

English

Social Work

Physical Education

Education

Special Education

Art

General

Median

64 $44.68

205 12.89

r,083 10.76

41 9.59

470 8.14

\ to / .JJ

650 5.90
1,933 5.81
r,009 5.39

I

I6

43

8

49

7

l 6

44

82

80
od

26
L4

13
116

o

J

r53
68
AA

7L

43

$317.73

I65.20

270.92

49.13

78.03

36.66

50.46

255.08

66.30

93.76

116.12

bb.w

86.35

86.00

49 29

115.60

42.32

84.16

r50 27

4r.25

47 4L

84 t6

1,508

847

543

403

393

2,023

368

89

9,861

8,467

1,713

3,835

650

4.97

452

3.I6

3.00

284

2.83

1.88

1 4 3

1.31

I .2 I

1  l l

0.88

4.52

fectiveness of the journals in the collec-
tion. The four figures were calculated for
every title, then sorted by department. AI-
thorigh the focus in this analyiis was on the
department level, the lizures on individual
Utl-es will be instructive'for yearly renewal
decisions. All four criteria of cost-effective-
ness are important to consider because each
criterion provides a different but important
perspective on the collection.

REsuLTs

Use data were collected for 1,022 iour-
nals. The total reshelving count was
35,433. The median numbeiof measured
uses was 16. Records for titles that had
ceased or had been canceled were ex-
tracted from the use counts and excluded

from the cost efficiency analysis. Ifajour-
nal had changed its title and was contin-
ued bv a current title. the counts for these
previous titles were added to the current
iitle. With the adjustments for title
changes and lournali that had ceased or
been canceled, 951 titles remained for
analpis. Zero uses were recorded for 8I
of these 951 journals (8.5Co).

Table I presents a summary of the cal-
culated data on the use ofiournals and the
subscription price per use in each depart-
ment. Medians were calculated for each
column as a standard for comparison. The
data presented in table I sho'i the relative
e*peirr" ofjoumals, the rate of use of the
subscriptions, and the subscription price
per use for each department. Table I is
sorted by departments' average subscrip-
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TABLE 2

ENnollrr.rrNr AND IOURNAL SusscnrprroNs

Department
Department
Enrollment

Department
EnrollmenV

Department Depatment
Subscriptions Subscriptions

Uses/
Total Department
Uses Enrollment

Physical Education

Psycholog;r

Computer Science

Foreign Languages

Special Education

Mathematics

Philosophy

Social Work

Business

Art

Education

Religious Studies

Public
Communication

Music

Biology

English

History & Political
Science

Sociolog;z

883

4,036

r,460

580

5,366

768

360

264

2,640

1,368

3,622

588

1,087

r,606

761

r,950

r,248

47r

3

44

16

7

68

13

8

6

80

46

r53
26

49

76

43

I16

82

33

294.3

9r.7

91.3

8 2 9

78.9

59.r

45.0

440

3 3 0

297

23.7

22.6

22.2

2L.l

17.7

I6.8

15.2

14.3

89
1,933

205
JD

8,467

393

4l

368

1,508

1,7I3

9,86r

543

470

650

r,083

2,O23

1,009

847

0.1
0.5
0.1
0. I

1.6
0 5
0.r
t.4

0 6

1.3
2.7
0.9

0 4

o.4
r .4
1.0
0.8

1.8

tion price per use.
Table 2 shows joumal subscriptions re-

lated to course enrollment fortach de-
partment. Table 2 is sorted by department
enrollment &vided by department sub-
scriptions, which indicates the enrollment
rate per journal in each department. The
departments in the top rows of table 2 are
those with a relatively high enrollment
rate per iournal subscription. This table
addr6ssei the cost-effectveness criteria

but it is sorted by measured uses divided
by department enrollment. The order of
departments in table 3 highlights the rate
ofiournal use relative to the number of
students enrolled in each department's

courses. The departments in the top rows
oftable 3 have qreater rates of iournal use
relative to enroJlment

DEPARTMENT ANATYSIS

The data presented in tables I, 2, and 3
for the four criteria of cost-effectiveness
reinforced some of my perceptions of the
collection but also revealed some sur-
prises. Education and special education
are the College of Saint Rose's most heav-
ily enrolled programs, and reference serv-
ice and library instruction provide exten-
sive support for those programs. As
expected, the subscription price per use
in special gducation ($f.Zt; is relatively
low, enrollment per subscription (78.9) is
well above the median, and the rate of use
(1.6 uses per enrollment) is relatively
high. These data suggest that the collec-
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TABLE 3

ENnor-lunNr AND JoURNAL UsE

Department
Department Department
Enrollment Subscriotions

Department
EnrollmenV
Department

Subscriptions

UseV
Department
Enrollment

Total
Uses

Physics

Education

Medical
Technolog;r

Sociology

Special Education

Biology

Social Work

Art

English

Religious Studies

History and
Politi'cal Science

Business

Mathematics

Psychologlz

Public
Communication

Music

Computer Science

Philosophy

Physical
E?ucation

Foreign
[,anguages

Median

bv

3,622

28

47r

5,366

761

264

1,368

1,950

588

L,248

2,640

768

4,036

1,087

1,606

r,460

360

883

580

985

t4
IDJ

I

JJ

68

43

6

46

t16

26

82

80

l3

a
49

/ b

l6

8

3

7

38

4.9

23.7

3 . 1

14.3

7 8 9

17.7

440

29.7

16.8

22.6

L5.2

33.0

59.1

91.7

22.2

2 I .T

91.3

45.0

294.3

82.9

26.7

403

9,861

64

847

8,467

1,083

368

1,7I3

2,O23

543

1,009

I,508

JYJ

1,933

470

650

205

4l

89

35

597

b.at

2.7

2.3

1.8

I.6
1 1

I .4

I . J

I.0
0.9
0.8

0.6
0.5
0 5
0.4

0.4
0.1

0.1
0. I

0.r

0.9

tion in special educaUon is cost-effective.
The relatively low subscription price per
use and relatively high rate of use in eiu-

ment per subscription (3.1) make it stand
out as a department that might have a
collection that is not cost-effective. How-
ever, me&cal technology's relatively hiqh
rate of use (2.3 uses pei'enrollmenf) coi-
tradicted my impresiion that those jour-
nals are not used. This suggests that the

inefficiency in me&cal technology is
caused not by low use, but by high sub-
scripdon prices and low enrollment, as
evidenced by the $184.64 subscription ex -
penditure per enrollment. Given this very
high average price per use, alternative
means of providingjournal articles should
be investigated even though the journals
are used at a higher rate than was antici-
pated.

Use is, of course, affected by factors
other than enrollment, such as available
indexing and the nature of assignments
given in each departmentt courses. The
l=ibrarv currentlv 

-does 
not have electronic
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citation databases specifically for com-
puter science, biologr, physics, or mathe-
matics, and this might lower the rate of
use in these areas. Faculty might avoid
assignments that require literature
searches, either because online indexes
are not available or because they believe
that too few journals are available in the
library to support such assignments. Fac-
ulty teaching methods, especially the ex-
tent oflibrary use required in class assign-
ments, also make a difference. One
professor in religious studies crafted as-
signments that required students to pe-
ru"se the Iibrarys ieligious studies jo'ur-
nals. The professort emphasis onjournal
use, made in consultation with librarians,
fairly clearly made a difference in the rate

prices in religious studies. This experi-
ence with one professor in a small depart-
ment demonstrates that promotinf in-
creased use might make acollection more
cost-effective.

What constitutes acceptable cost-ef-
fectiveness, given the wide range of aver-
age subscription prices, department en-
ro'llments, a^nd rates of use? hs long as the
college is committed to supporting an aca-
demic program, students should have ac-
cess to joumals in their field. In practice,
the already high and rapidly rising sub-
scription prices for journals limit the
number of tides a library can hold, espe-
cially for departments with relatively few
students. Subscription prices are an im-
portant factor in how access is provided.
If access to journal literature can be pro-
vided via ILL or document deliveryln a
timely manner at less cost than subicrip-
tions, it should be considered.

But the total costs ofILL or document
delivery including the time patrons would
have towait for dilivery, mu^st be weighed
against the cost of subscriptions. In his
analysis ofthe economics ofaccess versus
ownership, Kingma (1996) formulated a
decision rule for determining when it is
more economically eflicient to have a
journal on the shelf than it is to provide
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access to that journal by interlibrary loan.
The decision rule is to subtract the ffxed
cost of a journal subscription from the
subscription price, divide the result by the
total uses ofall subscription years derived
from a one-year use study, and compare
the resulting cost-per-use with the cost
per acquisition by interlibrary loan. The
Association of Research LibrarieVRe-
search Libraries Group cost estimate for
obtaining an article o-n interlibrary loan
was $18.62 (Roche 1993). The SUNY
study calculated the ffxed cost ofajournal
subscription to be $62.96 (Kingma 1996).
If the College of Saint Rose assumed the
same $62.96 fixed cost per journal and
$18.62 per article interlibrary loan cost,
88 of our 951 journals (9.25Vo) could theo -
retically be more efliciently provided by
interlibrary loan than by owning the jour-
nals. From this evidence, the Neil Hell-
man Library's next steps will be to inves-
tigate the libraryt actual {ixed costs and
actual interlibrary lending cost, and deter-
mine the practical impact subscription
cancellations would have on sfudents. fac-
ulty, and library staff.

SHELF Srecu ANlrvsrs

This study has given me acceptably reli-
able data for making rational decisions for
moving volumes to storage. The 81 zero-
use journals constituted a list of prime
targets for removal to storage. The shelf
space consumption measurements taken
in fall 1995 were used to calculate the
amount of shelf space each tide would
take by the year 2000, two years prior to
predicted full capacity. The zero-use and
shelf space data were applied in summer
1997 to move some journals to storage and
to shift all the journals to allow for five
years'growth for each title. The shifting
oflournals is intended to avoid for several
years the need to move any more volumes
to storage, but ifthe need unexpectedly
arises, the use data will be available to

ilf# 
.n" decision of which titles to

Drscussrolt.lro AppucATroN oF DarA

The collection and analysis ofshelfspace,
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use, price, and enrollment data provide
valuable insights regarding the journal
collection. The label-marking method of
measuring joumal use was alogistical suc-
cess, providing reliable data for reason-
able effort and with very little disruption
of work by patrons or library staff. The
study created more work for the serials
librarian and serials staff, but its design
allowed label replacement and dot counl-
ing to be performed during the quieter
times between semesters. The method re-
quires that the person in charge of the
sfudyhave access to a computerwith word
processing and spreadsheet software as
well as a printer. Marking labels slows
reshelving only marginally, but label re-
placement and dot counting take approxi-
mately ten to fifteen minutes per journal
for the full process of initial labeling, mid-
point relabeling, counting twice, and fi-
nally replacing shelf labels. Appllngvari-
ous analytical tools to the data expands to
fill the time allotted to it.

Sources of error included people
reshelving their own joumals, people
pul ling ofTiournals they didn't,.,se j -"rk-
ing errors, counting errors, and data entry
errors. These are sources oferrorwith any
use study based on reshelving counts. A
nice overview of the advantages and dis-
advantages of the reshelving count
method has been provided by Broadus
(1985a).

The study s acceptably reliable use fig-
ures met the pulpose of providing the data
needed to evaluate the collectiont cost-
effectiveness. The use figures combined
with subscription prices yielded subscrip-
tion-price-per-use data for each ofthe 951
journals. Reports were sent to each de-
partment head that described the study
and provided a list of the department's
journals ranked by subscription price per
use. In the reports, it was explained that
department recommendations for cancel-
lations were welcome but not required.
One fourth of the department heids re-
sponded, all with at lealt a few recommen-

ment heads have in&cated that they will
use the data in a comprehensive review,
and some have noted its value for accredi-
tation self-assessments.

If continued subscription price inflation
and restricted library materials budgets
force a future cancellation project, faculty
will have been given prior information about
the cost and use of iournals in their areas.
The study's crediliility and acceptance
among faculty may have been improved by
the absence of any immediate cancellation
project. Sending reports that invited, but
did not require, recommendations for can-
cellation avoided the hostile, negative reac-
tion bv faculff that others have reoorted
(Millson-Martula 1988). Direct coinpari-
sons among departments were not distrib-
utedbut are available to anyfacultymember
on their request.

The use study reports sent to depart-
ment heads represent a step in the ongo-
ing journal collection development proc-
ess. Based on the findings, cancellation of
titles with the highest prices per use in
each department, replacement of low-use
titles with new titles. and reallocation of
funds among departments should be con-
sidered. Other initiatives, such as working
with faculty members to increase student
use of journals, might also be in order. If
it becomes necessary to calculate true
cost-per-use-including binding, shelf
space, and reshelving costs-the existing
price and use data will make the task rela-
iively easy. Future comparisons of print
use before and after the availability in the
library of full-text electronic joumals
should be informative. The libraryhad no
subscriptions to electronic journals in
1996. so this studv makes a convenient
pre-electronic basLlne measurement of
journal use.

AccnnureuoN

Individual academ ic departments seeking
accreditation typically must meet library
resource standards. These standards must
be considered in joumal collection devel-
opment and can be an especially impor-
tant concern for smaller departments.
Continued renewal of accreditation for
the college as a whole is a major driving
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force in col lege-wide planning. The
College of Saint Rose, motivated by
the standards of the accreditation or-
ganization, is now placing great em-
phasis on assessment. The Middle
States Associat ion Commission on
Higher Education, the accreditation
agency for the College of Saint Rose,
emphasizes assessment of Iearning
outcomes and promotes resource-
based learning. Executive Director
S immons (1992,  2 I )  asks ,  "Do the
grandiose statements in self-stu&es, peri-
odic review reports, evaluation team re-
ports, and other documents . . . really
mean that faculty and students are making
maximum use of library and other infor-
mation resources?" This use study pro-
vides a perspective on the learning proc-
ess that should help the college's
accreditation process in general and ad-
dress the agencys interest in resource-
based learning in particular.

CoucrusloNs

The data collection and analysis described
here promises to be a valuable tool for
improving the cost-effectiveness of the
journal collection. The analysis elucidates
each journals price per use and each de-
partments subscription expenditure per
enrollment, enrollment per subscription,
and rate of lournal use per enrollment.
Whether the value of this information will
be realized depends on the collective wis-
dom and mutual cooperation oflibrarians
and teaching faculty. The advent of full-
text electronic journals will make serials
collection development more complex
because librarians will not only have to
decide what can be afforded out of the
growing number of increasingly expensive
journals, but they will also have to choose
the medium through which journals will
be provided. Quantitative title- and de-
partmentJevel analysis based on locally
collected data provide anchor points for
this decision-making process. Librarians
could replicate this low cost study method
to improve the foundations of their own
journal collection development proc-
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Errors ond Obsolete Elements in
Assigned Librory of Congress
Subiect Heodings: lmplicolions
for Subject Cotologing ond
Subiecl Authority Conlrol

Lois Mqi Chon ond Diqne Vizine-Goetz

NATURE, ScorB, AND HyporHEsEs

Two factors contribute to effectiveness in
subject retrieval: close match between in-
dexing terms and document content; and
predictability and consistency of access
points. In an earlier investigation,

tency and accuracy by adhering to stand-
ards and guidelines. In the case ofsubject
authority control, these include Library
of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH),
Subject Cataloging Manual: Subject
H eadings, U SM ARC Forma ts, md Anglo-
Amprican Cataloguing Rules, second edi-
tion, 1988 revision (AACR2R).

Because ofthe use offree-floating sub-
divisions and headings taken from "name

authority records, catalogers seldom de-
rive complete subject hea&ngs from
LCSH. Only a small percentage of su\ect
headings assigned to bibliographic re-

LoIs M,c.t C_sau is Professor, School of Library and Information Science, College of Communi-
cations and Information Studies, Lexington, Kentucky. Dt,rNn VrzINr-Goerz is Consulting
Research Scientist, Office of Research, dCLC, Dublin, Ohio. This project was supported by i

19sea19h grant fro_m, OCI,C Online Computer Library Center, Inc.-Minuscript received june
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cords come directly{iom LCSH. Previous
studies on exact matches include those
reported by Ludy (1985), Frost and Dede
(1988), and Drabenstott and Vizine-
Goetz (1994). Because ofthe needto syn-
thesize heading strings in subject catalbg-
irg, errors do occur. Furthermore,
constant changes in subject headings and
headinq assignment policies rerilt in
many [eadinls becoming obsolete. Im-
portant operations in subject authority
control include detecting and correcting
errors and maintaining currency.

In an earlier study, Chan and Vizine-
Goetz (1997) explored the {'easibility of
automatic'ally generating a subject valida-
tion file withlomplete* strin[s but few
errors and obsolete elements {iom LC-as-
signed subject headings appearing in bib-
liographic records. They included an
analysis of the distribution and density of
subject headings by frequency ol'use and
by type ot'headTngi as well as a calculation
oI the rate oferrors and obsolete elements
in subject headings that have been used at
least twice each in the LC MARC (Ma-
chine Readable Cataloging) database.

In the current study, we analyzed the
nature and patterns ofincorrect and obso-
lete elements among subject headings as-
signed by LC. Although errors among
thlse heidings occur aI a relatively lo#
rate, an awareness ofthe nature oferrors
can help catalogers avoid or minimize
similar errors in the {'uture. An under-
standing o{ the recurring patterns of er-
rors and obsolete elements can also lead
to improved mechanisms lbr identifying
and correcting errors and updating obso-
lete headings automatically.

Mnrnou

Details of the experimental methodologr
used in this study have been reported ear-
lier (Chan and Vizine-Goetz 1996). They
are brielly summarized below

Sruoy Serraprn

The Subject Heading Corrections data-
base, developed to correct subject head-
ing errors in the OCLC Online Computer
Librarv Center, Inc. Online Union Cata-

log (OLUC), was the source of headings
for this project. The database contains an
entry for each unique subject heading
used in bibliographic records loaded into
the OCLC system through November
1992 (more than 4 million hea&ngs). A
IVo sample, consisting of20,743 heidings
among those assigned by LC, was ex-
tracted fiom the database for further
processing and examination.

An early operation on the study sample
was to rank headings by frequency ofuse.
This ranking, reported earlier (Chan and
Vizine-Goetz 1997), showed that 5,970
headings had each been used twice or
more, and 14,503 had each been used only
once. Because of the large size of the
latter group (the liequency-l group), it
wa^s decided to analyze a subset that would
represent a cross section ofthis group; this
was compiled by taking all the headings in
the {iequency-l group beginning with the
letters A, F, M, T, and Z, which resulted
in a lrequency-l study sample ol 3,472
headings. This sampling method was em-
ployed because the total l7o sample was
originally taken randomly from the entire
universe ofassigned subject headings; and
it was decided to draw the sub-sample o{'
headings with a frequency of I Iiom a
cross section ofthe original l7o sampleby
taking all headings beginning with spe-
cific Ietters that were ipread"""ro.r 

^the

alphabet from A to Z. Thus, the study
sample used as the basis for analyzing
errors and obsolete elements in this study
consisted of' 5,970 headinqs with a fre-
quency of use ol'2 or greaier, and 3,472
headings with a frequency of l, resulting
in a total sample of 9,442 headings.

Dere, ANelysrs

Evnr-uerroN on HEADTNGs
The headings were categorized according
to the following types: personal name
headings (MARC 600), corporate name
headings (MARC 610), headings {br
meetings (MARC 6Il),  uniform t i t les
(MARC 630), topical and form headings
(MARC 650), and geographic name heal-
ings (MARC 651) Table 1 shows a distri-
bution of the sample headings by fre-
quency of use and by Vpe of heading.
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TABLE 1
DlsrnrnurroN oF SAMpLE HeeprNcs ByTAG

MARC MARC
Frequency 600 610

MARC MARC MARC
611 630 650 TOTAL Cum.Ct.

MARC
651

>500

401-500

301-400

20r-300

r0l-200

5I-100

46-50

4145

36-40

J I {D

26-30

2t-25

16-20

1l-15

6-10

J{

1

I

6

I

L4

42

t4

I

I

I

D

I1

bv

r03
182

363

I

2

7

t t

T2
23

62

2

J

o

8
20
bv

l5

17

23

z l

38

62

89

184

DOJ

1,31r

1,809

2,424

6,657

1 3 3

3 6

4 1 0

2 1 0 2 0

8 2 8 4 8

14 74 122

2 17 139

3 22 161

5 28 189

7 35 224

7 47 27r

L2 82 353

22 115 468

43 246 7r4

169 752 r,506

345 r,876 3,382

4r4 2,588 4,970

463 3,472 9,442

I,517 9,442

2 250
l' 375
TOTAL 838

D

D

"Based on 23 937o of sample

Each of the 9,442 headings in the study
sample was checked for correct MARC
tagging, terminology, syntax, spelling,
punctuation, capitalization, etc. according
to the standards and,/or authority {iles
listed below:

CIS)
. Authority records in the NAMES (name

authority) file in LOCIS (Library of
Congress Information System)

c Free-Floating Subrlioisions: An AI-
phabetical Index

. Subject Cataloging Mannal: Subject
Headings

o Rersised Library of Congress Subject
Headings

C AACR2R

Figures l-5 illustrate the procedures
ofanalyzing headings for errors and obso-
lete elements. In figure 1, the heading is
obsolete because it carries the defunct
subdivision Addresses, essags, lectures. In
figure 2, the heading is incorrect. The
subdivision should be Rules and prac-
tice. In figures 3 and 4, the headings are
valid. In figure 5, the use ofthe subdivi-
sion Historv is incorrect: it mav not fol-
low the sub'&vision Foreign etonomic
relations.

Tvpes or Ennons AND OBSoLESCENCE
After verification, headings that were
found to be invalid were c-ategorized as
either incorrect or obsolete. 

"Incorrect

headings were headings that contain one
or more errors. Types of errors included
those in coding (MARC tags or subfteld
codes), in main headings (errors in form,
entry element, terminolory, or synta.:c; or,
in the case of free-floating phrases, im-
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600 Petrarca, Francesco, $d 1304-1374 gx Criticism and intelpretation gx Addresses, essays,
lectures

Element in heading Arrthoribr tonls
600, $d, $x, $x USMARC Formats
Petrarca, Francesco, $d 1304-f374 Name autlority file
Criticism and interpretation \ / Free-Floating Subdiaisions
Addresses, essays, lectures / \Szbject CatalogingMarwal

Figure l. Personal Name Heading Analpis.

610 Florida. $b Legislature. gb House ofRepresentatives gx Rules ofpractice

Element in heading

610, $b,  gb,  $x
Florida. $b Legislature. gb

House of Representatives

Rules of practice

Arrthori!v tools

USMARC Formats

Name authority file

/ F ree - Flo atin g Subdiois i.ons

\ Subj e ct C at alo ging M amnl

Figure 2. Coryorate Name Hea&ng Analysis

630 Bible. $p O.T. $p Habakkuk $x Criticism, interpretation, etc.

Element in heading

630, $p, $p, $x
Bible. $p O.T. $p Habakkuk
Criticism, interpretation, etc

Authority tools

USMARC Formats

Name authority file

/ F ree -Fln ating Subd.iaision s

\ Subj e ct C at alo ging M arw al

Figure 3. Uniform Title Heading Analysis.

650 Housing $z Australia $z Western Australia $x Statistics $x Periodicals

Element in heading

650, $2, $2, $x, $x
Housing

Australia \

Western Australia /

Statistics \

Periodicals /

< Indirect subdivision>

Authoritv tools

USMARC Formats

LCSH

/ Name authority file

\LCSH

/ F ree -Fln ating Sub dioisions

\ Subj e ct C at alo ging M arut al

9t bj e ct C at alo gin g M anu al

Figure 4. Topical Heading Analysis

properly synthesized main headings), in
subdivisions (includinq incorrect foims of
subdivision and impr:oper combinations
of either Main Headini-srrbdi.rririon o.

-Subdivision-subdivision), and in me-
chanical elements such as puncfuation,
capitalization, spacing, etc. Obsolete
headings were headings that were not
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651 Latin America $x Foreign economic relations $z Great Britain $x History

Element in hea&ng

651, gx, gz, $x
Latin America

Foreign economic relations

Great Britain

History

Authoritv tools
USMARC Formats
LCSH
/ F ree -Fln ating Sub d.ioisions
\ Subj e ct C at alo ging M aru nl
LCSH
Subj e ct C at alo gin g M arual

Figure 5. Geographic Name Heading Analysis.

valid at the time the sample was generated
but matched earlier ndme heidings, or
were valid according to previous editions
(15th or earlier) ofLCSH or previous edi-
tions ( 4th or e arlier) of Free-Floating Sub-
diDisions.

Many invalid headings, particularly
those with lower frequencies of use, con-
tain personal, corpo;ate, or geographic
names, meeting names, and uniform titles
that do not have corresponding name
authority records in either the NAMES
file or LCSII. These constitute a special
type ofobsolete heading, because current
policy requires that each name used in or
as a subject heading (except those formed
by free-floating phiases) bt established in
the authority files. In fact, some of these
unveriliable names mayhave corresponding
authority records in the old card lile kept at
LC. However, to be used as authorized
names in cataloging new items, it is LC
policy that these names be re-evaluated

arthorized or used as models for validat-
ing assigned headings or for formulating
new headings until established in the
authority files. As a result, in this study the
unverified name headings are considered
invalid for all practical purposes.

Because AACR2R places primary em-
phasis on the way the names appear in the
i'orks as the basis for detefiining the
forms of name headings, it would bE im-
possible to determine with certainty the
correct forms of the hea&ngs without hav-

ing the items in hand. Therefore, no at-
tempt was made in this study to evaluate
the vali&ty of these name headings in the
same way the topical and nonjuris&c-
tional headings were verified. Neverthe-
less, it was felt that because ofthe special
nature of their invalidity these headings
were worth reporting and therefore have
been placed in a separate category in this
study. The statistcs regarding these head-
ings are presented in the tables for obso-
lete hea&ngs. The reason for placing
these headings with obsolete headings is
that earlier LCSH editions included many
more categories of unprinted headings
(i.e., headings that were allowed to be
used in cataloging records without being
established in the list). Such headinqs in-
cluded not only personal and corp6rate
names but also names of chemicals, min-
erals, geographic features, etc. This prac-
tice is now obsolete; except for a small
number of free-floating phrase headings
and musical hea&ngs formed accordingto
established citation formulae, all valid
topical and name headings now have cor-
respon&ng records in the name or subject
authority file.

Tlpes ofobsolete elements include ob-
solete coding (MARC tags or subfield
codes), obsolete main headings, obsolete
subdivisions (including sub&visions in
obsolete forms and obsolete Main Head-
ins-subdivision or -subdivision-Sub -
diiision combinations), obsolete punctua-
tion, capitalization, etc., and unveriftable
names.

A heading containing more than one
type of invalid element was placed in the
first category according to the order listed
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TABLE 2
DrsrntnurroN oF INVALID HEADINGS By HeAolNc Type

No. of
Sample

3g Headings

Inco[ect
Incorrect Headings - Obsolete
Headings % Headings

Total
Obsolete Total No. Invalid

Headings - oflnvalid Headings -

% Headinqs %

600
610
61r
630
650
651
TOTAL

838

JOJ

5

62

6,657

r,5t7
9.442

JJ

39
I

8

I68

D I

306

3 9 4

r0.74

20.00

12 90

2.52

3.76

3.24

. J

JZ

2

l3

277

t42

559

8.7r
14.33
40.00
20.97
4.16
9.36
592

r06
9 l

J

2T

445

r99

865

12.65
25.07

60.00
33.87
6.68

13. l2
9.r6

above: incorrect, obsolete. Thus, a head-
ing that is both incorrect and obsolete was
placed in the category ofincorrect head-
ings; a heading containing obsolete ele-
ments in both the main heading and a
subdi-rrision was placed in the cat6gory of
obsolete main htadings. Heading"s con-
taining more than one error or obsolete
element were counted once each.

RBsulrs

Staustical details of the results have been
reported earlier (Chan and Vizine-Goetz
1996). They are presented briefly here in
order to prwide^a context for thJ analysis
and disc^ussion of invalid headings pre-
sented in this paper.

DrsrnrsurroN oF INVAUD HEADTNGS By TAG

Data showing the distribution of invalid
headings by tag, i.e., type ofheading, are
presented in table 2. The combined rate
of incorrect and obsolete headings, in-
cluding all types of headings in il fre-
quencies of use, was 9.l6Eo (865 invalid
headings out of a sample of g,442head-
ings). The percentage ofinvalid headings
by W" of heading, in descend.ing order,
is: MARC 6rl (60.007o), MARC 630
(33.87Eo), MARC 6LO (25.07Eo), MARC
65L (I3.l2vo), MARC 600 (12.657o), and
MARC 650 (6.6870).

The rate ofincorrect headings, includ-
ing all types ofheadings in all frequencies
ol use, is 3.24Vo (306 incorrect headings

out of a sample of 9,442 headings). The
percentage of incorrect headings by typ"
of heading, in descen&ng order, is'
MARC 611 (20.WEo), MARC 630
(Iz.Wco), MARC 6LO (I0.74vo), MARC
600 (3.9480), MARC 65I (3.76Vo), and
MARC 650 (2.52Eo). The rate of obsolete
headings, including all types ofheadings
in all frequencies of use, is 5.927o (559
obsolete headings out of a sample of g,442
headings). The percentage of obsolete
hea&ngs by type ofheading, in descend-
ing order, is: MARC 6lI (40.00Eo),
MARC 630 (20.9780), MARC 610
(14.33Vo), MARC 65L (9.36Eo), MARC
600 (8.7lEo), and MARC 650 (4.16%o).
The high percentage of invalid headings
among headings for meetings (MARC
611) might be due to the small size of the
sample (a total of 5).

PAT-TERNS oF Itqconnncr HEADTNGS

Table 3 shows the &stribution of the 306
incorrect headings by type ofheading and
type oferror. Overali, ihe largest ttrrirbet
of errors were found in the main heading
and in subdivisions (with 109 each), fol-
lowed by errors in coding (73), and errors
in punctuation, capitalization, etc. (15).

The patterns of occurrence of differ-
ent types of errors in terms of various
types of headings are summarized below.
Within each type of hea&ng, types of er-
rors are listed in descending order ofoc-
currence:
o 33 incorrect personal name headings
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TABLE 3

INconnncr HEADINcS BY
fiPE oF HneptNceNp TYPE or Ennon

600

610

611

630

650

b D I

TUIAL

/

1.4

1

43

8
an

o a

1 i

1

o

4D

23
t09

26
13

6

3
12

5

4

3
l5

JJ

39
I

8

r68

57

306

I

8

5

1

t) 4

1 7

1 7

22
z

26

I

76

23

109

with errors in main headings (23), in

tuation, capitalization, etc. (3)
r I incorrecfheading for meetings, with

an error in the main heading
r 8 incorrect uniform title headings,

with errors in co&ng (4), in main
hea&ngs (3) and in subdivision (1)

168 incorrect topical headings, with
errors in subdivisions (76), in main

(8), and in punctuation, capitalization,
etc. (3)

PnrtsnNs oF OBSOLETE HEADINGS

Table 4 shows the &stribution of the 559
obsolete headings by category ofhea&ng
and type of obsoiete'elemJnt. Overall, the
largeii number of obsolete elements oc-
cuiin subdivisions (289), followed by un-
verified names (135), obsolete elements

in the main heading (lfD, obsolete punc-
tuation, capitalizatibn, etc. (17), and obso-

scendinq order of occurrence:
. 73 o6solete personal name hea&ngs,

with unverified names (44), obsolete
elements in the main heading (14),

obsolete elements in subdivisions
(13), and obsolete punctuation, capi-
talization, etc, (2)

r 52 obsolete corporate name headings,
with unverified names (30), obsolete
elements in subdivisions (ll), obso-
lete elements in main headings (9),

obsolete punctuation, capitalization,
etc. (1), and obsolete coding (1)

r 2 obsolete headings for meeiings, with
obsolete elements in mainheadings in
both cases

o 13 obsolete uniform title hea&ngs,
with obsolete elements in sub&vi-
sions (6), unverified uniform titles (5),

and obsolete elements in main head-
inss (2)

. 271 obsolete topical headings, with
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TABLE 4
Onsorern HreuNrcs By TypE oF

HneprNcexp Type on Ossot-rre Er,elrleNt:

N
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"IJ

@ q

F . E# s
! . :
a I
> F !

@

u q

600
610 I
61r
630
650
o D l

TOML 1

14

I

2

2

4I

49

Lt7

l3

I I

12

10
2
I

44 73

30 52

2

5 1 36

33 12

31 3

92 16

2

4

6

o

41 127 2I5 8

2 3 4 4 6

43 131 289 17

13 277

43 142

135 559

obsolete elements in subdivisions
(215), obsolete elements in main
headings (41), unveriffed names (13),
and obsolete punctuation, capitaliza-
tion, etc. (8)

o 142 obsolete geographic name head-
ings, with obsolete elements in main
headings (49), obsolete elements in
subdivisions (44), unverified names
(43), and obsolete punctuation, capi-
talization, etc. (6).

PerrEnvs oF INVALID SUBDTvISIONS

Tables 5 and 6 display data reqardins in-
valtd subdivisions^only. In ta6le S,"col-
umns A-E present data regarding topi-
caVform subdivisions (subfield ;),

rect or obsolete subdivisions, and each is
further divided into application and ter-
minology or syntax. 'Application" 

refers to
incorrect or improper combination of main
headings and suibdivisions, and "terminologr
or syntax" refers to incorrect or obsolete
words and phrases or grammatical structure.

and seventeen, or more than half, ofthe
398 invalid hea&ngs pertain to qeo-
graphic sub&visions (subfield z).

Among personal name headings and
uniform title headings, all invalid subdivi-
sions involve topicaVform subdivisions. A
possible explanation is that these types of
headings are rarely subdivided ihrono-
logrcally or geographically. No invalid
r,rldiuiiiott *i fJuni a*ong headings for
meetings. For colporate name headings,
invalid 

-elements -occur 
in topicaVfoim

sub&visions (subfieldx) (16of l-9, or 84Zo)

291, or 27Vo) and chronological subdivi-
sions (subfteld y) (7 of 29I, or 2Vo). For
ge_ographic headings, the majorityof invalid
subdivisions involve topical,4orm subdivi-
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TABLE 5

INVALTD SusolvtsroNs sv TYpe on HseptNc

CHRONOLOGICAL($y) GEOGRAPHIC($z)

Incorrect Obsolete Incorrect Obsolete

TOPICAI-zFORM ($x)

Incorrect Obsolete
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I 1 4
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207 29r

7 6 7

2t7 398

2

22 17

z

26 l7TOTAL 44

7

12 77

3 5 0

16 164

zo

1 D

4 l

z

43

sions (subfield x) (50 of 67, or 75Vo), fol-
lowed by chronological subdivisions (sub-

{ield y) (10 of 67, or lSVo), and geographic
subdivisions (sub{ield z) (7 of 67, or I07o).

APPLTCATTON vs TERMINoLOGY

Table 6 shows a summary of errors and
obsolete elements in terms of application
and form (terminolog;r or s)artax) of subdi-
visions. In ill, 2I2 (537o) of the 398 invalid
subdivisions involve application, arid 186
(47Eo) pertarnto terminology or slmtax.

Among the 164 invalid topicaVform
subdivisions, 136 (837o), an overwhelm-

solete practice. Among the ?8 toPi-
caV{brm subdivisions with invalid terms
or slmtax, 12 are errors, and 16 rellect
obsolete terminology or s)ntax.

Among the 17 invalid chronological
subdivisions, 7 ( lVo) have to do with ap-
plication and 10 (597o) with terminology
or syntax. Six of the 7 invalid applications

show incorrect combination of Main
Heading-subdivision or -subdivi-

sion-subdivision, and only I reflects ob-
solete practice. Among the l0 invalid
terms. i are errors andb reflect obsolete
dates or terms.

Among the 2 17 invalid geographic sub-
divisions, 69 (32Vo) involve invalid appli-
cation, and I48 (68Vo) contain invalid
fbrms of geographic names. Twenty-six of
the 69 invalid applications show incorrect
combination of Main Heading-subdivi-
sion or -subdivision-subdivision, and
43 reflect obsolete geographic subdivision
practice. Among the 148 invalid geo-
graphic names, 17 are errors and l3l re-
iiect obsolete geographic names.

Auu-vsns oF INVALTD HEADTNGS

ln the tbllowing section, we present and
analvze the natire ol errors and obsolete
elerients within each category ofheadings:

PensoNll- Neun Heaorucs

INCORREcT HraorNcs
As shown in table 3, a total of33 incorrect
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TABLE 6

INVALID SUBDTVISIONS, AppLrcertoN vs TenvrNoLocy

TOPICALTFORM (gx) CHRONOLOGICAL (gy) GEOGRAPHTC (gz)
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16
o
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I
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69 2L2

t48 186

personal name headings were identified.
Incidentally, all ofthese show a frequency
of useof I Tgres of errors, in descending
order by the number of occurrences, are:

I. Errors in mnin headfurys (23 occur-
rences). Kinds of error-s include in-
correct or missing dates, incorrect
form ofheadings, incorrect entry ele-
ments, and incorrect uniform titles
(see figure 6).

2. Errors in punctuation, capitaliza-
tion, etc. (5 occurrences). Mechani-

3. Errors in coding (4occttrrences). Er-
rors in coding appear in the form of
missing codes, extraneous codes, or
incorrect codes (see figure 8).

4. Error in the subdiois:ion (1 occur-
rence). Only I error in the sub&vi-
sion was identified; it involves sub-
field x (see figure g).

Ossolrrr HEADINcs
As shown in table 4, a total of 73 obsolete
personal name headings were identilied.
Types ofobsolete elem6nts, in descendinq
order by the number of occurrences, aref

I. Unoerified narnes in m,ain headings
(44 occurrences). The largest nuri-
ber (44 of73, or over 6OV{ ofobso-
lete personal name headings contain
an unverified personal name or uni-

form title in the main heading.
Thirty-five of the 44, or close to 80Vi,
show a frequency of use of 1. The
majority of the 44 contain unverified
personal names; the rest contain valid

names. They differ from the cur-
rently established headings in spell-
ing, qualifiea or dates. Types ofobso-
lete elements in the main headinq
include obsolete dates that have.been
updated or revised in current head-
ings, missing or obsolete qualifiers,
an"d obsolete"form or spelliig ofper-
sonal names (see figure 1l). 

-

3. Obsolae zubdloXlons (f3 occur-
rences). Thirteen personal name head-
ings contain obsolete subdivisions, all
involving topicaVform subdivisions
Among these, 11 contain the defunct
form subdivisi on Addresses, essaqs, lec-
tures. Of the 2 remaining odsolete
headings, I contains 

" 
irbdi.rri.iott

which is no longer authorized and the
other shows an 6bsolete form ofsubdi-
vision (see ligure 12).

4. Obsolete pultctuation, capitalization,
etc. (2ocatrrences) (see figure lS).

ConponATe NeNls HreorNcs

Irconnrcr HEADTNcs
As shown in table 3, a total of39 incorrect
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600 AIba, Femando Alvarez de Toledo, $c duque de, $d I507-f782
(correct dates: $d 1507-1582)

600 Abildgaard, Nocolai, $d f76-f809 $x Journeys $z Italy $z Rome
(correct first name: Nicolai)

600 Mark
(correct tbrm: 600 Mark, Saint)

600 Meschberger Dian Lugenbuehl, $d 1858-1954
(correct ma"in heading: 

"600 
Lugenbuehl, Dian, $d 1858-1954)

600 Man, Karl, $d 1818-f8$ $t Der 18. Brumaire des Louis Bonaparte
(correct uniform title: $t Achtzehnte Brumaire des Louis Bonaparte)

Figure 6. Errors in Main Heading for Personal Name Headings.

600 French, Francis $d 179I?-1850 $x Family
(comma missing before $d)

600 Macdonough, Thomas. $d 1783-1825
(correct heiding: comma instead of period before $d)

Figure 7. Errors in Punctuation, Capitalization, etc. for Personal Name Headings'

600 Machiavelli, Niccold, 1469-1527 $x Influence
(subfield code $d missing before dates)

600 Minakami, Tsutomu, $b 1919- $x journeys $z China
(correct sublield code for dates: $d 19f9-)

Figure 8, Errors in Coding for Personal Name Headings

600 Tada, Joni Eareckson $x Religious life
(subdivision $x Religious life not authorized after personal name)

Figure 9. Error in the Subdivision for Personal Name Headings.

corporate name headings were identified.
Typies oferrors in desce"nding order by the
number of occurrences, are:

I. Errors in coding (14 occurrences).
Errors in coding constitute one ofthe

common mistake in tagging occurs
among headings for denominations
such i Lutrheian Church, a topical
heading (650) often incorrectly
taggedis a corporate name heading
(610). The remaining 2 headings
show incorrect or missing subfield

codes (see figure 14).
2. Errors in main headings (14 occur-

rences). The other largest group of
incorrect corporate name headings,
also a total of 14, contains errors in
the main heading. Kinds of errors in-

rences). Types of errors in sub&vi-
sions are improper use or incorrect
combinationi of topical.4orm subdi -

visions, incorrect wording or spelling
of subdivisions, and geographic sub-
divisions not authorized under par-
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600 Forster, Albert, gd 1902-

600 Mazzoni. Marcel H

600 Mann, Heinrich, $d l87l-f950 $t Eine Freundschaft
(unverified uniform title )

Figure 10, Unverified Names in Main Headings for personal Name Headings.

600 Altmann, Adolf, gd fSZg-
(current heading: 600 Altmann, Adolf, gd 1879-1944)

600 Muhammad, gd d. 632 gx Cult
(cunent heading: 600 Mut'ammad, $c Prophet, $d d. 632 $x Cult)

600 Temple, Frederick, $c Abp. of Canterbury, gd 182l-1902
(current heading: 600 Temple, Frederick, gd 182I-1902)

600 Zegeer. David A. $q (David Abraham), gd 1922-
(current form: 600 Zegeer, DavidAbraham, $d Ig2Z-)

Figure ll. Obsolete Main Headings for personal Name Headings.

600 Acquaviva d Aragona, Giovan Francesco, $d d. 1569. $x portraits, caricatures. etc
(current subdivision: $x Portraits)

Figure 12. Obsolete Subdivisions for personal Name Hea&nqs.

600 Tennyson, Alfred Tennyson, gc baron, $d l80g-lggg
(current hea&ng: gc Baron capitalized accor&ng to AACfigR)

600 Millin, Sarah Gertrude (Liebson), $d I889-f968
(current heading: 600 Millin, Sarah Gertrude Liebson, $d lgsg-196g)

Figure 13. obsolete Punctuation, capitalization, etc. for personal Name Headings

ticular main headings (see figure 16).
4. Errors in punctuation, capitaliza-

tion, etc. (3 occurrences). Errors oc-
cur in the form of missing or extrane-

9us punctuation marks (see figure
17).

Ogsolrrn HEADINGs
As shown in table 4, a total of 52 obsolete
corporate name headings were identilied.
Types ofobsolete elements, in descending
order by the number of occurrences, are:

I. Unoerifled namzs (30 occurrences).
The majority of unveriffable corpo-
rate name headings, 24 of the 30
(807o), show a frequency of use of I.

The unverified elements occur in
main headings, subheadings, or uni-
form titles in main headin{s (see fig-
ure 18).

2. Obsolete subdioisions (11 occur-
rences). Types of obsolete subdivi-
sions include defunct form subdivi-
sions (e.9., Addresses, essoys,
lectures; Collected works; or Yeir-
books) subdivisions representing
aerial maps, and obsolefe form oT
geographic subdivisions (see figure
re).

3. Obsolete mnin heading-s (9 occur-
rences). Types of obsol6te elements
in main headings include missing
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610 Marriage law $z Malawi
(correct lield tag: 650)

610 Masai Mara Game Reserve
(correct field tag: 651)

610 Mennonites $z United States $x History
(correct {ield tag: 650)

Figure 14. Errors in Coding for Corporate Name Headings.

610 Alaska $b Department of Military and Veterans Affairs $x Periodicals
(correct subheading: $b Dept. of Military and Veterans Affairs)

610 Moviemento federativo democratico
(correct main heading: 610 Movimento federativo democratico)

610 Albatros D. (Fighter planes)
(correct qualifier: (Fighter plane))

610 Aba&a del Sacromonte, Granada
(correct qualifier: (Granada, Spain))

610 Audley End
(missing qudifier: Audley End (England))

610 Training of Youth for Self-Employment (India) $x Case studies
(correct main heading: 610 Training of Rural Youth for Self-Employment (India))

610 France. $b Parliament (1946- )
(correct subhea&ng: $b Parlement (1946- ))

610 The Credit Mobilier of America
(correct heading: 610 Credit Mobilier of America)

Figure 15. Errors in Main Headings for Corporate Name Headings.

610 Adelphi Theatre (London, England) $x Chronolory
(correct heading: 610 Adelphi Theatre (London, England) $x History $x Chronology)

610 American Association of Nurser)'rnen $x Directories $x Periodicals
(subdivision $x Periodicals may not follow $x Directories)

610 American Baptist Churches in tle U.S.A. $z Delaware $x History
(geographic subdivision not authorized)

Figure 16. Errors in Subdivisions for Corporate Name Hea&ngs.

qualifiers, obsolete form of qudifi-
ers, obsolete uniform titles, obsolete
entry elements, and obsolete spelling
(see figure 20).

4. Obsolete coding (1 occurrence). One
hea&ng contains an obsolete subfield
code, because the subheading under

the coryorate main heading has been
changed to a geographic subdivision
(see figure 2l).

5. Ob solete punctuation, capitelization,
etc. (l occurrence). One heading
contains obsolete punctuation for the
qualifier (see figure 22).
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6I0 France. $b Parlement (i946- ) $b Assembl6e nationale $x Elections
(period (.) missing before $b)

610 Tirumalai Tirupati Devasthanam
(hyphen missing in Tirumalai-Tirupati)

Figure 17. Errors in Punctuation, CapitalizaUon, etc. for Corporate Name Headings.

610 Career Opportunities Program

610 Enfield Arsenal

610 Manitoba. $b Municipal Board

610 Medco $t Diario oficial de la federaci6n $x Historv
(unverified uniform title)

Figure 18. Unverified Names for Corporate Name Headings.

610 Partai Nasional Indonesia $x Addresses, essays, lectures
(defunct subdivision: $x Addresses, essays, lectures)

610 Michigan State University $x Description $x Aerial gx Maps
(current hea&ng: 610 Michigan State University $x Aerial views)

610 Catholic Church gz Germany (West) gz Bavaria gx Clergy $x Biography
(current geographic subdivision: $z Cermany $z Bavaria)

Figure 19. Obsolete Subdivisions for Corporate Name Hea&ngs

HEADINGS FoR MEETINGS

The sample contains a total of 5 headings,
all showing a frequency of use of L Thrie
of the headings are invalid, all involving
the main heading.

INCoRREcT HE,lorNcs
As shown in table 3, only I incorrect head-
ing for meetings was identified; it contains
an extraneous date (see ligure 23).

Ogsor,ers HEADTNGs
As shown in table 4, only 2 obsolete head-

UNIFORM TITLES

INcoRREcr HEADTNGS

As shown in table 3, a total of8 incorrect
uniform title headings were identi{ied.

Types of errors, in descending order by
the number ofoccurrences, are:

l. Errors in coding (4 occurrences).
Four headings contain errors in cod-
ing, which appear in the form of in-
correct codes or missing codes (see
figure 25).

2. EVrors in main headtings (3 occur-
rences). Errors in main headings oc-
cur in entry elements or qualifiers
(see figure 26).

3. Error in the subdioision (I occur-
rence). The error involves an incor-
rect form of a topicaVform subdivi-
sion (see figure 27).

Oasolstn HeeorNcs
As shown in table 4. a total of 13 obsolete
uniform title headings were identified.
Types ofobsolete elements, in descending
order by the number of occurrences, are:

L Obsolete wbdioisions (6 occur-
rences). All except one of the obso-
lete subdivisions involve the use of
the defunct form sub&vision: Ad-
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610 Thomas Road Baptist Church
(current heading: 610 Thomas Road Baptist Church (EsUll County, Ky.))

610 Manila. $b Health Dept. $x History
(current main hea&ng: 610 Manila (Philippines))

610 Cincinnati Bengals (Football club)
(current qualifier: (Football team))

610 Freiburg i. B. $b Universitiit. $b Medizinische Fakultet
(current heading: 610 Universitdt Freiburg im Breisgau. $b Medizinische Fakulta$

The remaining obsolete main heading contains an old corporate name heading which,
according to a note in the name authority record, has not been updated:
610 Auctiones A G.

Figure 2O. Obsolete Main Headings for Corporate Name Headings.

610 Freemasons. $b Argentina
(current heading: 610 Freemasons $z Argentina)

Figure 21. Obsolete Coding for Corporate Name Headings

610 Texas. $b Constitutional Convention, 1974
(current heading: 610 Texas. $b Constitutional Convention (1974))

Figure 22. Obsolete Punctuation, Capitalization, etc. for Corporate Name Hea&ngs.

6lI American Chess Congress (fS57- ) $n (6th ' $d 1889 : $c New York, N.Y)
(correct heading: 611 American Chess Congress $n (6th : $d 1889 : $c NewYork, N.Y.)

Figure 23. Incorrect Headings for MeeUngs

6II Asian International Trade Fair $n (3rd : $d 1972 ' $c Delhi)
(current qualifier: $c Delhi, India)

Figure 24. Obsolete Headings for Meetings.

630 Mothers' pensions $z Australia
(correct field tag: 650)

630 Puranas Bhavisyapurhna
(subfield code $p missing before subheading Bhavisyapurdna)

rlresses, essays, Iectures. The remain-
ing heading represents an obsolete
application of a subdivision (see fig-
ure 28).

2. Unoerified unifonn titles (5 occrr-
rences). All 5 headings containing
unverified uniform titles that do not

have corresponding authority re-
cords show a frequency of use of I
(see figure 29).

3. Obsoldte main heail;ings (2 occur-
rences). These differ from the cur-
rently established headings in spell-
ing or in the qualifier (see figure 30).
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630 First epistle of Clement to the Corinthians
(correct main heading: 600 Clement I, Pope. $t First epistle of Clement to the Corinthians)

630 Time (Chicago)
(correct main hea&ng: 630 Time)

Figure 26. Errors in Main Headings {br Uniform Title Headinqs

630-Tripitaka. $p,siitrapitaka. $p Buddhdvatamsakamahavaipulyas[tra. $p Gandavy[ha $x
Paraphrases $x Japanese
(correct subdivision: $x Paraphrases, Japanese)

630 Bible. $l English gx Versions gx Addresses, essays, lectures
(Delunct sub&vision, $x Addresses, essays, lectures)

630 Matsura no Miya monogatari gx Translations, English
(Subdivision gx Translations, English no longer usid under individual works)

Figure 28. Obsolete Sub&visions {br Uniform Title Headings.

630 Acta Sanctorum

630 The Advent (Anglo-Saxon lyrics)

Figure 29. Unverilied Unilbrm Titles

630 Tirez sur le pianiste (Motion picture)
(q"alllier (Motion picture) no longer used)

ffi}Zofr,(Lvov, Ukraine) gx Indexes
(current spelling ofgeographic name in qualifier: (Lviv, Ukraine))

Figure 30. Obsolete Main Headings lbr Uniform Title Headings.

Toprcel HEADTNGS

INconntcr HEADTNGs
As shown in table 3, a total ol'168 incor-
rect topical headings were identified.
Types o{ errors, in descending order by
the number ofoccurrences, are:

l. Errors in stbdh>isions (76 ocrcurrences).
Errors in subdivisions involve all
types:

a. Geographic subdivision (39 occur-
rences). Errors in geographic sub&vi-
sions occur in application or lbrm of
geographic names (see figure 3I).

b Topical and lbrm subdivision (32 oc-
currences) Errors in topical and lbrm
subdivisions occur in application or ter-
minology (see figure 32).

c Chronological subdivision (5 occur-
rences). AII 5 headings pertain to im-
proper application of tle chronological
subdivisions (subfield y) (see figure 33).

2. Errors in main headings (45 occur-
rences). Errors in main headings oc-
cur as incorrect form, incorrectipell-
ing, or incorrect entry elements (see
Iigure 34).

3. Errors in coding (43 occurrences).
Errors in coding include incorrect
field tags or subfield codes and miss-
ing subfield codes (see figure 35).

4 Enors in puncfiiation, capitalizatinn,
etc. (4 ocotnences). Errors in punctua-
Uon appear as incorrect or missing
punctuation marl$ (see figure 36).
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650 Art metal-work, Medieval $z Scandinavia
(geographic subdivision not authorized under main heading)

650 Geology $z Pacific Coast $x Congresses
(correct form ofsubdivision: $z Pacific Coast (U.S.))

650 Mylonite $z Norway $z Gong Region
(correct subdivision: $z Norway $z Grong Region)

Figure 31. Errors in Geographic Subdivisions for Topical Hea&ngs.

650 Arhats $x Art
(subdivision $x Art not authorized for use under collective headings)

650 Bereavement $x Personal narratives
(incorrect use of subdivision: $x Personal narratives)

650 Happiness $x Religious life $x Christianity $x Sermons
(correct form of subdivision: $x Religious aspects)

650 Inland navigation $z England $z Fens, The $x Maps
(incorrect combination of 650 Inland navigation $x Maps; correct heading: 650 Nautical
charts $z England $z Fens, The)

Figure 32. Errors in Topical or Form Subdivisions for Topical Hea&ngs.

650 Private libraries $z Hungary $z Budapest $x History $y 1400-1600
(chronological subdivision $y 1400-1600 not established)

650 Authors, Gujarati $yTo 1500 $x Biography
(main heading not sub&visible by $y To 1500)

650 Medicine $y Medieval
(correct heading: 650 Medicine, Me&eval)

Figure 33. Errors in Chronological Subdivisions forTopical Headings.

Ossolerr HEADTNGS
As sho',rn in table 4, a total of 277 obsolete
topical headings were identifted. Types of
obsolete elements, in descending order by
the number ofoccurrences, are:

l. Obsolete subr]:ioisions (215 occur-
rences). Types of obsolete subdivi-
sions include obsolete terminolory or
syntax and obsolete Main Heading-
Sub&vision or -S ubdivision-Sub-
division combinations. They involve

all types of subdivisions:
a. Geographic subdivision (168 occur-

rences). Types of obsolete geo-

graphic subdivision include

obsolete form of names, obsolete

pract ice (e.g. ,  d i rect  subdiv is ion

where current policy requires indi-

rect subdivision), and obsolete cita-

t ion order ( i .e. ,  p lacement of  the

geographic subdivision within the

str ing) (see f igure 37).
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650 Arms trans{'er
(correct main heading: 650 Arms transfers)

650 Marketing surveys gz United States gx Periodicals
(correct main heading: 650 Market surveys)

650 Trios (Piano, unspeci{ied instrument, viola) gx Scores
(correct main heading: 650 Trios (Piano, viola, unspecilied instrument))

650 Tumors in chidren $x Congresses
(correct main heading: 650-Tumors in children)

650.Military airlifi $z Washington National Airport $x Hisrory
(correct main heading: 650 Airli{i, Military)

Figure 34. Errors in Main Headings for Topical Headings.

650 Toppen, W H.
(correct {ield tag: 600)

650 Carthusians $x Spiritual life
(correct field tag,-Of O)

650 Aged $z Religious life
(correct subfield code: gx Religious liI'e)

650 Aged $z United States gz States gx Abuse of $x Reporting
(correct sublield code: $x States)

650 Jewish-Arab relations, 1967-1973
(correct heading: 650 Jewish-Arab relations $y 1967-1973)

Figure 35. Enors in Co&ng Ibr Topical Headings.

650 Me&cal microscopy,
(extraneous comma (,) at the end of heading)

650 Teachers $x Supplementary emplopnent $z United States. gx Statistics
(extraneous period (.) before $x Statistics)

Figure 36. Errors in Punctuation, Capitalization, etc for Topical Headings.

Topical or lbrm subdivision (45 occur-
rences). Types of obsolete topical or
{brm subdivision include obsolete com-
binations, obsolete forms of subdivi-
sion, and de{unct form subdivisions,
such as Ad.dresses, essays, lectures;
Collected uorks; and learbooks (see
figure 38)
Chronological subdivision (2 occur-
rences) The two obsolete chronologi-
cal subdivisions involve obsolete {brms
of dates and previously open dates that
have been closed (see figure 39).

2. Obsolae main headings (41 occur-
rences). Types of obsolete elements
in main headings include terminol-
ogy, form ofmain headings, and syn-
tax (see figure 40).

3. UnoerifieA nam.es (13 occurrences).
Unverified names include geo-
graphic names in subdivisions and
fictitious names in main headings
(see l igure 4l).

4. ObsoIAe punctuation, capitali.zation,
efc. (8 occurrences). Obsolete punc-
tuation, capitalization, etc. occur in
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650 Literary landmarks $z Russian S.F.S.R. $z l,eningrad $x Maps
(cuneni subdivision: $z Russia (Federation) $z Saint Petersburg)

650 Education $z Yugoslavia $z Bosnia and Hercegovina $x History
(current subdivision: $z Bosnia and Hercegovina)

650 Half-timbered buildings $z Germany (West) $z Westphalia $x Catalogs
(current subdivision, $z Germany $z Westphalia)

650 Art $z San Francisco $x Catalogs
(current subdivision: $z California $z San Francisco)

650 Occultism $z Tibet
(current subdivision: $z China $z Tibet)

650 Land use $x Planning $z Great Britain
(current heading: 650 Land use $z Great Britain $x Planning)

Figure 37. Obsolete Geographic Subdivisions for Topical Headings.

650 Special funds $z fapan $x Yearbooks
(defunct subdivision: $x Yearbooks)

650 Flight $x Legends
(obsolete use of subdivision $x Legends following topical headings)

650 Actors $z Japan $x Portraits, etc.
(current subdivision: $x Portraits)

650 Astronautics $z United States $x Moral and religious aspects
(current subdivision: $x Moral and ethicd aspects)

650 Malaria $x Complications and sequelae $x Animal models
(current heading, 650 Malaria $x eomplications $x Animal models)

Figure 38. Obsolete Topical or Form Subdivision for Topical Hea&ngs.

650 French drama $x Medieval $x Translations into English
(cunent subdivision: $y To 1500)

650 Economic history $y 1971- $x Handbooks, manuals, etc.
(current subdivision: $y 1971-f990)

Figure 39. Obsolete Chronological Subdivisions for Topical Headings.

the use of parentheses, hyphen, and
capital letters (see figrure 42).

Geocnepsrc NeN.te HsapIxcs

Inconnrcr Hn,torNcs
As shown in table 3. a total of57 incorrect
geographic name headings were identi-
fi"d. lypes of errors, in delcending order

bv the number of occurrences, are:
i. Enoo in main headings (23 occur-

rences). Errors appear in the form of
incorrect or missing qualifiers in local
place names, incorrect spelling, or
incorrect form of headings (see fig-
ure 43).

2 Errors in sttbdioiskns (23 occur-
rences).
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650 Chil&en $x Care and hygiene
(current heading: 650 Cirildren $x Health and hygiene or 650 Child care)

650 Australian aborigines $z Australia $z Tasmania
(current main heading: 650 Tasmanian aborigines)

650 Agriculture, Primitive $z China
(current main heading: 650 Tia&tional farming)

650 Pest control, Integrated
(current heading: 650 Pests $x Integrated control)

650 Creativity in art
(current main hea&ng: 650 Creation (Literary artistic, etc.))

650 Recruiting of employees gz Pakistan
(current heading, 650 Employees $x Recruiting gz pakistan)

Figure 4O. Obsolete Main Headings lbr Topical Headings.

650 Desertification gz Sudan gz Umm Kaddada Region
(unverified name in subdivision: gz Umm Kadd;da)

650 Fishes gz Louisiana gz Delta NaUonaI Wildlife Refuge
(unverified name in subdivision: $z Delta Nauonal Wlldife Refuge)

650 Mammals, Fossil gz Iraq $z Paleqawra Cave
(unverified name in subd]vision, $'z Palegawra Cave)

650 Zippy (Cartoon character)
(unverified lictitious name heading)

Figure 41. Unverified Names lbr Topical Headings

650 Election law $z Germany, West
(current subdivision: gz Germany (West))

650 Folk-songs, Italian $x Texts
(current main heading: 650 Folksongs, Italian)

650 Agriculture $z France gz Caen region $x Maps
(current subdivisions: $z France $i Caen Region $x Maps)

Figure 42. Obsolete Punctuation, Capitalization, etc. for Topical Headings.

Topical or forrn subdivision (16 occur-
rences). Errors occur in the form of
improper or unauthorized combination
of subdivisions with main headings or
with other subdivisions and in ii"o.-
rect terminology (see figure 44).
Chronological subdivision (5 occur-
rences). Types of errors include wrong
dates and unauthorized use of subdivi-
sions (see figure 45).

c. Geographic subdivision (2 occur-
rences). Both incorrect geographic
subdivisions involve application (see
figure 46).

3. Enors in coding (8 occurrences). Er-
rors include incorrect ffeld tags and in-
correct subfteld codes (see ffgure 47).

4. Errors in pnwhtdirln, etc. (3 orctrr-
rences). Erron include incorrect punc-
tuation andmissingspace (see ftgure 48).
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651 Arrowhead, l,ake, Region (Calif.) $x Maps
(correct main headingi65l Arrowhead, Lake, Region (San Bernardino County, Calif. , Lake))

651 Aschersleben $x Buildings, structures, etc.
(correct main heading: 651 Aschersleben (Germany: L,andkreis))

651 Mexico. Vallev of
(correct main heading, 65I Mexico, Valley of (Mexico))

651 Winhoek (Namibia) $x Maps
(correct main heading: 651 Windhoek (Namibia))

65I Pacific Ocean Region $x Foreign relations $z Soviet Union
(correct main heading: 651 Pacific Area)

Figure 43. Errors in Main Hea&ngs for Geographic Name Headings.

651 Asia, Southeastern $x History $x Japanese occupation
(use of $x Japanese occupation not authorized)

651 Europe $x Kings and rulers $x History $y l9th century
(subdivision $x History may not follow $x Kings and rulers)

651 Europe $x Social conditions $x History
(subdivision $x History may not follow $x Social conditions)

651 Toledo (Ohio) $x Pictorial views
(correct subdivision: $x Pictorial works)

Figure 44. Errors in Topical or Form Subdivision for Geographic Name Headings.

651 India $x Politics and government $y To 1000
(correct subdivision: $y To 997)

651 Mediterranean Region $x History $y To 146 B.C.
(chronological subdivision $yTo 146 B.C. not established)

Figure 45. Errors in Chronological Subdivision for Geographic Name Headings.

651 Prague (Czechoslovakia) $x Streets $z Zlatd uliEka
(naile of street Zlatd ulftka not valid as geographic sub&vision; also obsolete form

of qualifier)

651 America $x Discovery and exploration $z Spain
(incorrect subdivision: $z Spain) (correct subdivision: $x Spanish)

Figure 46, Errors in Geographic Subdivision for Geographic Name Headings.

OBSoLETE HEADINGS

As shown in table 4. a total of 142 obsolete
geographic name headings were identi-
fied. Types of obsolete elements, in de-
scending order by the number of occur-
rences, are:

L Obsolete main head:ings (49 occur-

rences). Obsolete elements occur in
the forms of geographic names (ap-
proximately half involving the former'soviet 

republics) and i"n qualifiers
(see figure 49).

2. Obsol.ete sttbdtuisions Q4 occur-
rences).
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651 Ferrocarril del Cobre (Cuba) gx Maps
(correct {ield tag: 610)

651 Metz (France) $x History $x Siege, 1870
(correct subfield code: $y Siege, l87O)

65I Africa, East gx Description and travel gy lg8l- $z Guidebooks
(correct subfield code:-$x Guidebooks) 

'

Figure 47. Errors in Co&ng for Geographic Name Headings

651 Manti La Sal National Forest (Utah and Colo.) $x Guidebooks
(correct main heading: 651 Manti-t a Sal National Forest (Utah and Colo.))

65l.Meredith, Lake Region (Tex.) gx Maps
(correct main heading: 651 Meredith, Lake, Region (Tex.))

65I Turkey $x Foreign relations gz Mogu-lEmpire
(correct subdivision: $z Mogul Empire)

Figure 48. Errors in Punctuation, etc. for Geographic Name Headings.

651 .Leningrad Region (R.S.F.S.R.) gx Maps, Tourist
(current main heading: 651 Saint Peteisburg Region (Russia))

651 Emilia-Romagna gx Road maps
(current main heading: 651 Emilia-Romagna (Italy))

651 Maui $x Maps
(current main hea&ng: 651 Maui (Hawaii))

651 Santa Cruz, Argentine Republic (Province) gx Maps
(current main heading: 651 Santa Cruz (Argenhna-: province))

651 Anacostia, D.C. $x Exhibitions
(current main hea&ng: 651 Anacostia (Washington, D.C.))

Figure 49. Obsolete Main Headings for Geographic Name Hea&ngs.

a. Topical or form subdivision (34 occur-
rences) Types of obsolete elements in-

c. Geographic subdivision (5 occurrences).
Obsolete geographic subdivisions in-
clude both form of geographic names
(all involving the former Soviet Repub-
lics) and application (see figure 52).

3. Unr:erified geographic names (43 oc-
currences). Thirtv-five, or over 807o.
ofthe 43 headingi containing unveri-
fied geographiCnames shoiv a fre-
quency ofuse of I (see ligure 53).

4. Obsolae puncfintion, capitolizati.on,
etc. (6 occurences). Obsolete ele-
ments include pre-AACMR punctua-
tion for forms of qualiften andbbsolete
capitalization (see {igure 54).

clude obso le te Ma in
Heading-subdiv is ion and -Sub-

division-subdivision combinations.
and obsolete terminology or syntax of
subdivisions (see figure 50).

b. Chronological subdivision (5 occur-
rences).  Obsolete e lements inc lude
obsolete chronological subdivisions
with open dates,  obsolete appl ica-
tion, and chronological subdivisions
no longer authorized for use under
the particular headings (see figure
D I  '
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651 India $x Nonalignment
(current hea&ng: 650 Nonalignment $z India)

65I Contra Costa County (Calif.) $x Occupations $x Periodicals
(current heading: 650 Occupations $z Contra Costa County (Calif.) $x Periodicals)

651 North Carolina $x Description and travel $y 1981- $x Views
(current heading: 651 North Carolina $x Pictorialworks)

651 Hong Kong $x Yearbooks
(defunct subdivision: $x Yearbooks)

651 Torredembarra (Spain) $x Description
(current subdivision: $x Description and travel)

Figure 5O. Obsolete Topical or Form Subdivision for Geographic Name Headings.

65I Sicily (Italy) $x History $y 1870-
(current subdivision: $y 1870-19a5)

651 Germany (West) $x Foreign relations $y 1945-
(current heading: 651 Germany (West) $x Foreign relations)

The following heading, with a high frequency of use of 258, shows an obsolete open date that
has been closed: 651 South Africa $x Politics and government $y 1978-
(current subdivision: $y f978-I989)

Figure 51. Obsolete Chronological Sub&vision for Geographic Name Headings.

651 Middle East $x Library resources $z North America $x Congresses
($x Library resources no longer further subdivided by place)

65I Tamil Nadu (In&a) $x Relations $z Bengal $x Congresses
(cunent subdivision: $z India $z Bengal)

651 Asia $x Study and teaching $z Russian S.F.S.R. $z Moscow
(current subdivision: $z Russia (Federation) $z Moscow)

Figure 52. Obsolete Geographic Subdivision for Geographic Name Headings

651 Belleville-sur-Meuse, France gx Maps

651 Lake Manyara National Park (Tanzania) $x Road maps

651 Norton, Eng (Rural district) $x Guidebooks

651 Mont Blanc Tunnel

Figure 53. Unverified Geographic Names

651 Malakoff, France $x Maps
(current form of qualifier: 651 Malakoff (France))

651 Korea $x History $y fapanese invasions, 1592-1598
(current subdivision: $y Japanese Invasions, 1592-1598)

Figure 54. Obsolete Punctuation, Capitalization, etc. for Geographic Name Headings.
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Sulrl{Any' FnrgurNrr,v OccunnrNc
ERRoRS LNo OnsolnrE ELEMEr.trs

Among the inv?Iid headings, certain types
of errors and obsolete elements occur re -
peatedly. These are summarized and dis-
cussed below

ERRoRS

The most frequently occurring errors are
found in main hea&ngs (35.627o) and in
subdivisions (35.62Eo) (cf. table 3). Errors
in MARC coding account for 23.86Vo of
the incorrect headings. Mechanical errors
in punctuation, capitalization, etc. are
relatively few

Kinds of errors among &fferent types
ofheadings, in descendin-g order ofoccur-
rence, are:
. Personal name headings: main head-

ing, mechanical errorl coding, and
sub&vision

. Corporate name headings: coding,
main heading, sub&vision, and me-
chanical errors

e Headings for meetings: main heading
. Headinis for uniforir titles: coding]

main heading, and subdivision
r Topical headings: subdivision, main

l""idi"g, 
coding, and mechanical er-

o Geographic name headings: main
heading, subdivision, coding, and me-
chanical errors
In MARC coding, a common error is

the use of the lield tag 610 (corporate
name heading) to code a topical hea&ng,
which should-be assigned ihe code 65d.
This occurs particularly frequently when
a topical heading representing a Christian
denomination or religious group, such as
Lutheran Church or Mennonites, is
assigned the field tag 610 instead of the
correct tag 650. On the other hand, relig-
ious orders, such as Franciscans, which
should be coded 610, are sometimes
tagged 650. Errors in subfield coding con-
sist of missing or misapplied codes. One
recurring errorwas found in the combina-
tion $z United, States $z Statas, where the
correct subffeld code for States is sub{ield
x.

Errors in main headings are mostly

typographical in nature, such as mis-
spelled words or alternate word forms or,
in the case of personal name headings,
incorrect numbers in dates.

The most common errors in sub&vi-
sions involve the application of topi-
caVform subdivisions lnd geographic srib-
divisions. One possible explanation is that
most of these sub&visions are free-float-
ing, and the headings were not synthe-
sized properly.

Among topicaVform subdivisions (sub -
field x), a common type of error is the
improper use of the subdivision $x His-
tory as a further subdivision under certain
topical subdivisions. LC policy indicates
that a number of subdivisions "that are
historical in nature" or "that have tradi-
tionally been regarded as being explicitly
or implicitly historical" (Library of Con-
gress 1984-, HI647,3) should not be fur-
ther subdivided bv $x History. These in-
clude:
r $x Antiquities
r $x Courts and courtiers
r $x Foreign relations
o $x Kings and rulers
o $x Military policy
o $x Social conditions

Thus, combinations such as $x Cutrts
and courtiers $x Historu and $x Social
conditions $x History ire not valid. A
complete list of these sub&visions ap-
pears in Library of Congress (198i1-,
Hr647,5).

Relatively few errors were found in
chronological subdivisions, possibly be-
cause few of them are free-floating. Al-
most all period subdivisions are enrimet-
ated in LCSH. Where errors do occur,
they usually involve typographical errors
or improper use of a chronological subdi -
vision under a topical or geographic name
heading where the subdivision is not
authorized or has not been established.

Geographical subdivisions are used
most frequently under topical headings.
Errors occur when a heading is subdi-
vided by place where the geographic sub-
division is not authorized or when a head-
ing is subdivided directly where in&rect
subdivision is required.

Overall, errors in punctuation, capi-
talization, etc. are relatively few, and con-



sist mainly of e..."""r"r:::rt, t:::::'
tuation marks and incorrect capitalization
or spacing. There is no clear pattern of
recurrrng errors.

OssoI,nre ELEMENTS

Among obsolete hea&ngs, the most com-
mon obsolete elements are found in sub-
divisions (51.7Eo) (cf. table4). Thesecond
largest group of obsolete headings con-
tains unveriffable names (24.I5Vo), par-
ticularly personal and geographic names.
The third group ofobsolete headings con-
tains previous forms of main headings
(20.93Vo). There are relatively few obso-
lete mechanical elements (3.O4Vo), and
only one instance of obsolete MARC cod-
ing was found (0.187o).

Kinds of obsolete elements among dif-
f'erent types of headings, in descending
order of occurrence, are:
o Personal name hea&ngs: unverified

names, main headinq, subdivision,
and mechanical elemeits

. Corporate name headings: unverified
names, subdivision, main headinq,
coding, and mechanical elements

e Headings for meetings: main heading
o Headings for uniform titles: subdivi-

sion, unverified names, and main
heading

. Topical hea&ngs: subdivision, main
heading, unverified names, and me-
chanicai elements

. Geographic name hea&ngs: main
heading, subdivision, unverified
names, and mechanical elements
LCSH is a dynamic system that

changes condnuously. When a heading is
revised, it is the policy of LC and most
other libraries to update all hea&ngs in
the bibliographic records that are affected
by the change. It appears that in some
cases the required changes have not been
made or are in the process of being made.
At any particular time, it is to be expected
that the database would contain obsolete
headings. The sample used in this study
represents a snapshot of the LC MARC
database at a specilic point in time. As a
result. some of the obsolete elements
might be recurring phenomena, while
others mightnot be typical. The following
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discussion summarizes some of the more
commonly recurring obsolete elements.

In recent years, many inverted topical
headings such as lmpersonators, Female
have been converted to natural word or-
der. The study sample contains a fair num-
ber of headings that have not been up-
dated to agree with the current form. A
large proportion of obsolete main head-
ings involve the qualifier for name head-
ings, inclu&ng personal, corporate, and
particularly geographic names. In many
cases, the different form or addition ofthe
qualifier is due to the changes in the de-
scriptive cataloging rules in AACR2R. For
geographic names oflocal places, the ob-
solete hea&ngs often lackthe qualifiers in
the form ofthe larger geographic entities
as required by AACR2R and revised sub-
ject cataloging policies. This addition of
the name ofa larger geographic entity also
affects corporate name hea&ngs and
hea&ngs for meetings quali{ied by place.

In the sample used in this study, the
obsolete forms of many geographic names
used in both main headings and in geo-
graphic subdivisions were due to the po-
litical changes occurring in the former
Soviet Union, the former East Germany
and West Germany, and eastern Euro-
pean countries such as Yugoslavia and the
former Czechoslovakia. These changes
necessitated revision of the forms of [he
names. One possible reason for the large
number of such headings identi{ied here
is the fact that the sample headings were
generated shortly after the many changes
mentioned above took place, and LC was
in the process of revising headings relat-
ing to these places.

ln the case of personal names, many of
the headings lack the death dates that
have been added since the hea&ngs were
first established.

Although form subdivisions such as
Ad.dresses, essays, Iectures; Collected.
uorks; andYearbooks were declared de-
funct a few years ago, many headings,
particularly those with low frequency of
use, still carry these sub&visions. One ex-
planation could be the lack of monitoring
in retrospective conversion.

Since the Future of Sub&visions Con-
ference was held in 1991. LC has em-
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barked on a rather extensive review of
free-floating subdivisions for the purpose
of simpliffcation. Many of the free-float-
ing topical subdivisions have been con-
verted to topical main headings, and a
large number of topicaVform subdivisions
have been eliminated, combined, or con-
solidated with other subdivisions repre-
senting similar concepts. For example,
the previously authorized subdivisions
Portraits, caricatures, etc. and Podraits,
etc. have been replaced by Portraits. In
an effort to update existing headings,
some headings with these obsolete or de-
funct subdivisions were probably not cap-
tured due to the fact that LC's automated
system does not yet have the global
change capability.

The most common type of obsolete
chronological subdivision occurs in head-
ings carrying an open date that has been
closed in current usage. When new his-
torical periods are established under
headings, particularly headings relating to
history the previous periods are closed
with an ending date, and existing headings
with an open date require updating with
the addition ofthe closine date.

In geographic subdivision, a fairly
common type of obsolete element is the
direct geographic subdivision involving
local places, for which current policy re-
quires indirect subdivision. In addition to
the changed geographic names men-
tioned above, another recurring obsolete
element involves the use of previously
authorized forms of names in indirect
subdivision, particularly in the case ofthe
former Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and
East and West Germany. For example,
while Germany (East) and Gerrnany
(West) are ,ralid main hea&ngs and geo-
graphic sub&visions per se, in indirect
subdivision involving local places in either
Germany, the current form of the inter-
vening geographic subdivision is Ger-
many (e.g., $z Germany $z Munich not
$z Germnny (West) $z Munich).

Nearly one-fourth ofall obsolete head-
ings contain unverified names. As ex-
plained in the section on types of errors
and obsolescence, while some of these
hea&ngs may be valid according to cur-
rent rules and policies, they cannot be

used as authority for validation purposes.
Over 8O7o of these headings show a fre-
quency of use of I (Chan and Vizine-
Goetz 1996). Many of these probably have
corresponding name authority records in
the card {ile at LC. which have not been
converted into MARC records. When the
names involved are needed for future
cataloging, it is reasonable to expect that
name authority records will be estab-
lished and included in the NAMES ftle.

CoNcLUsroN

The purpose ofthis research project was
to collect and analyze data regarding as-
signed subject headings, which could help
improve the quality and efftciency in sub-
ject authority control. Allhough errors oc -

cur at a relatively low rate, an under-
standing of the nature of errors and
obsolete elements in assigned subject
headings and of their patterns of occur-
rence and preponderance might be help-
ful in efforts to develop or enhance auto-
matic error correction mechanisms.
Errors in mechanics (i.e., punctuation,
capitalization, etc.) and in terminolory or
grammatical forms of main headings as
well as enumerated sub&visions lend
themselves to automatic correction. Like-
wise, obsolete elements that are pre&ct-
able are also amenable to automatic up-
dating. Correction and updating can be
effected by matching assigned headings
against those in LCSII and the name
authority file. One exception is names
used in subject hea&ngs that do not have
corresponding name authority records.
These include many personal and corpo-
rate names as well as some 'iurisdictional

geographic names. They occur perva-
sively among headings with low frequen-
cies of use, particularly those vrith a fre-
quency of I or 2.

Currently, correcting errors in free-
floating subdivisions both in terminologr
and in application requires human inter-
vention. The proposed subject validation
file based on frequency of use and with
complete strings and high rate ofaccuracy
(Chan and Vizine-Goetz 1997) could help
to reduce the number of cases of sub&vi-
sion usage requiring human review. Even
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in cases requiring manual validation, data
gathered in this study could sewe to alert
subject authority control personnel to fre-
quentlyoccurritrg 

".rorr 
ind obsolete ele-

ments.

ability based on the number of postings
for each heading as a gauge of accuracy
and currency aming e*isUig headings.

Funrnrn RESEARcH

The findings from this study lead us to
suggest the following areas for further re-
search:

L It would be interestins to determine
whether any correlatlon exists be-
tween the length ofthe subject head-
ing string and the probability oferror.
The question is whether the complex
syntax of headings with multiple iub-
divisions lend themselves to errors.

quency of use of one in the initial
sample database translates into over
1,450,300 headines in the full bibli-
ographic file. Evei with the exclusion
of approximately 240,000 invalid
headings based on the I6.45Vo error
and obsolescence rate (Chan andViz-
ine-Goetz, 1997), there are still over
1.2 million hea&ngs that have been
used only ottce 

"""1. 
This phenome-

non poses the questions of what ef-
fects the large number of unique
hea&ngs has"on browsing and ie-
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trieval, particularly in terms of recall;
and what its implications are for sub-
ject authority control. In terms of re-
call, it means that using these head-
ings as search terms in retrieval will
result in only one hit each. In brows-
ing, the question is, What problems
does the large number of headings
create in both &splay and in identify-
ing specific headings? With regard to
authoriW control, it means that over
one million authority records would
be required to maintain control over
hea&ngs that have been used only
once. Since these headings affect
only a small percentege of bibliog-
raphic records, the question is one of
cost-effectiveness. It is recom-
mended that a further investigation
be carried outwith focus on hea&ngs
with a frequency of use of l, analy"z-
ing their patterns and composition,
i.e., the percentage of newly estab-
lished headings among them, their
lengths, specificiry use of free-float-
ing subdivisions, and their effect on
display, retrieval, and subject author-
ity control.
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Delermining Copyright Slolus
for Preservolion ond Access:
Defining Reosonoble Effort

Somuel Demos ond Jennie [. Blogdon

Ahematioe proced.ures were inaestigated for d.etennining the copyright
status of brittle monographs to be scanned a.s part of the national preserca-
tion plan for agricultural sci,ences literature. Copgright searches uere con-
ductecl both in Washington in the files of the tJ.S. Copyright Office and at
ComeII Unioersity in the printed Catalog of Copyright Entries (CCE).
Results uere comp&red to deterrnine the most fficient procedure. Search
procedures (aoeraging 7 minutes per title) in the CCE uere 97Vo in agree-
ment ooerall uith the results obtainedfrom considerably more tirne consum-
ing (13 minutes per title) searching at the Copyright Office. CCE searches
uere 700Vo in agreement conceminginstances of renewal of copyright. Thls
finding calls into question the assumption that it is necessary to conduct wch
searches at considerable cost in the complex files of the Copyright Office.
The resuhing CCE search procedure is suggested as a standard. of reasonable
ffirt for copyright searching, uhich demanstrates a legally resporxible
reasonable ffirt to respect the rights of copyright hold.ers uhile adoancing
presertsation aims and. conoerting carefullg selected print materials to build
the dtgttallibrary.

r
Lribrarians hope to reformat large num-
bers of books in the coming decades to
preserve and enhance access to a selected
part of the published record. Some por-
tion of the existing printed record in each
discipline will be selected for scanning to
become part of the emerging digital li-
brary and some portion will be selected
for conversion to less flexible. but more
stable formats for preservation purposes.

Similarly, a portion of the record-both
print and digital-wil be privileged by
selection for digital archiving. By and
large, current selection methodologies for
this mammoth task are primitive, dis-
jointed, serendipitous, and opportunistic.
Regardless of the selection methods used
and the technologies employed for con-
verting books and making copies of them,
this multi-generational challenge of

Seuurl Drue,s (sgdl@cornell.edu) is Head of Collection Development and Preservation at
Albert R. Mann L6rary Cornell University. IENNIE L. Bnocoox ii retired from the National
Agricultural Library The authors are deeply indebted to Jan Kennedy Olsen and Wallace C
Olsen. The authors are also grateful for the assistance of Stephanie Lamson, preservation
technician. The authors appreciate the comments and suggestions of reviewers: Stephen Chap-
man, Rich Entlich, Carl Fleischhauer, Anne Kenney, Ellen R. McCrady, and Robert L. Oakley.
Manuscript received ]uly 16, 1997; accepted for publication August 2d, 1997.
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building the &gital librarywill involve an
immense task in copyright clearance for
U.S. works published in the past 75 years.
To conduct large-scale conversion pro-
jects, librarians will need cost-effective,
legally responsible procedures for deter-
mining the copyright status of works, ffnd-
ing the address of copyright owners of
materials still protected, and seeking per-
mission to make and distribute multiple
coPres.

A curious lack of systematic investiga-
tion of these tasks by the library commu-
nity has effectively stymied large-scale li-
brary-based efforts to presewe brittle
U.S. books and joumals published in the
past 75 years and that may therefore still
be protected by copyright. While private
sector enterprises such as UMI have es-
tablished successful copyright permis-
sions mechanisms, most library preserva-
tion projects are carefully designed to
avoid the issue by largely ignoring U.S.
imprints published after 1920. The li-
brary, publishing, and author communi-
ties must eventually come to agreement
on a set of procedures that will allow li-
braries to proceed responsibly with the
preservation of deteriorating twentieth
century U.S. publications. To that end, we
propose a procedure for the ftrst steps in
any copyright investigation: determining
the copyright status of a work and, ifthe
work is still under copyright protection,
fin&ng the address of the copyright owner
listed in the copyright registration.

In the course of preserving the core
historical literature of the agricultural sci-
ences for the time period from 1860 to
1950. librarians at the A]bert R. Mann
Library, Cornell University, conducted a
pilot project to develop scalable, cost-
effective, and legally defensible proce-
dures for determining the copyright status
of U.S. monographs published between
1920 and 1950. The 1950 cutoffdate cor-
responds to the parameters ofthe body of
literature selected for conversion. Proce-
dures for searching monographs publish-
ed between 1950 and 1978 are not speciff -
callytreated in this paper, though they are
very similar to those for works published
between 1920 and 1950. The procedures
developed in this project are presented

here as a standard ofreasonable effort for
use by the library community in national
cooperative presewation efforts.

IonrrrrrtrNc aND PRESERVTNG CoRE
HrsronrcAl Lrrnnmunr

The copyright investigation that is de-
scribed here was an outgrowth ofa project
conducted at the Mann Librarvto identifu
and preserve the Core Histoiical Litera-
ture of the Agricultural Sciences. Gwinn
(1993) identi{ied the broad heritage
groups ofagricultural literature, which in-
cluded various publications that were
both in and out ofcopyright. At the heart
ofthis national heritage literature was the
Core Historical Literature of the Agricul-
tural Sciences. which constituted the most
significant scholarly books andjournals in
the {ield.

The core project at the Mann Library
was conducted from 1988 to 1993 to iden -
tify speci{ic titles that constituted this
core; that project, titled the Core Agricul-
tural Literature Project, was &rected by
Wallace C. Olsen. The selection of titles
in this project involved citation analpis of
the literature coupled with an evaluation
of the resulting lists by panels of experts
in each of seven disciplines. Over 600
scientists and scholars worldwide partici-
pated in the evaluation of the lists. The
methodolog' for selecting both the con-
temporary (post-1950) andhistoric (1860-
1950) literature was developed by Olsen
with funds from the Rockefeller Founda-
tion, the Cornell Agricultural Experiment
Station, and the National Agricultural Li-
brary. The bibliographies that resulted
from this project were published by the
Cornell UniversiW Press in a seven-vol-
ume set, The Literature of the Agriatl-
tural Sciences, Wallace C. Olsen, Series
Editor.

In each volume, the literature ofa spe-
cilic discipline is analyzed and evaluated.
Each volume includes a chapter that lists
the historical monographs and serials
given top priority for preservation by the
panels. For a discussion of the selection
method that was used, see Olsen (199I);
Thompson and Hall (1992); and Murphy
and Wright (1993). The seven disciplines
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TABLE I.
Cons Hrsronrcel LrreneruRE oFTHE AcnrcuLruneI, Sclexcss. 1860-1950

Discipline Monograph Titles fournal Tides

Agricultural Engineering

Animal Science

Crop Improvement and Protection

Food Science and Human Nutrition

Forestry

Soils

TOTAL

676

625

t,074

572

349

414

4,494

42
72
8t

38
47
27

339

7r8
697

1,r55

610
390
MI

4,833

and a count of the core historical mono-
graphs and serials are presented in table
1 .

Thus. within the wider framework of
the national preservation plan outlined by
Gwinn (1993), Mann Library has ac-
cepted responsibility for preserving this
Core Historical Literature, which in-
cludes 4,833 titles in over 18,000 volumes.
The premise of the current project is that
selection for preservation must systemati-
cally address the literature of disciplines,
rather than focus on the holdings ofspe-
cific libraries (Demas 1994).

The entire corpus will be reformatted
in three forms: paper facsimiles, archival
microfilm, and digital files. Where possi-
ble, existing microfilm will be scanned,
and tides not yet filmed are being
scanned. Raster computer output micro-
film will then be produced from the digi-
tal files.

A key goal ofthis project is the not-for-
profit digital distribution of the complete
heritage literature to land grant and other
interested libraries. In this way, the entire
Core Historical Literature will be pre-
served in one project and all libraries can
share the results. This coordinated ap-
proach will allow other agricultural librar-
ies to target their limited preservation re-
sources to other parts ofthe literature.

Scanning and distributing copyrighted
materials require that permission be ob-
tainedr therdfore, it is- essential first to
determine whether or not a work is copy-
righted. While the potential market for

and expected revenues from all but avery
few pre-1950 copyrighted works is small,
the law grants copyright holders the exclu-
sive right to make multiple copies of their
works. A successful national presewation
effort, however, will involve making mul-
tiple copies of protected works, and will
therefore require negotiations with
authors and publishers for certain rights
in the use of digital or microfilm copies.
We believe these &scussions should be
informed by empirical data and system-
atic investigation, and hence, we initiated
this pilot project.

How ro DETEnMTNE
Copvmcnr Surus

Generally speaking, books published
prior to the Copyright Act of 1976 re-
ceived an initial 28-year copyright and
could be renewed for an ad&tional 47
years, for a total of 75 years of copyright
protection (Oakley 1990). (This is an over-
simplification of the laq but an accurate
statement nonetheless. No attempt is
made here to provide detailed explana-
tions ofthe copynght law. Readers inter-
ested in the nuances and complexities of
copyright law are encouraged to read
Oakley (1990), which provides an excel-
lent overview of the copyright law in rela-
tion to preservation.) A copyright search
is necessary to determine whether a work
was ever registered for copyright, and, if
so, whether the copyright was ever re-
newed. According to a 196l Copynght
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Office report, 90.5Vo of copynghts on all
{brms of materials copyrighted during the
study period were not renewed (Guinan
1961). In this same study, the renewal rate
on the subset of copyrighted books and
pamphlets was {bund to be only 4.L7o. So
while permissions must be sought on only
a fiaction ofthe titles, how does one iden-
tifythe speci{ic titles still copyrighted, and
how does one find the names and ad-
dresses of the copyright owners?

Oakley'.s (1990) detailed analysis of the
U.S. copyright scheme and its relation to
preservation, and his thoughtful discus-
sion of possible solutions were extremely
useful in understanding the broader con-
text of the problem we {'aced. However.
Oakley ofl'eied little guidance on the spe-
cific issue of how best to determine copy-
right status on a large body ofworks.

The U.S. Copynight Oflice (1994, p.3)
recommends three methods of determin-
ing copyright status:

1. Examine a copy of the work {br such
elements as a copyright notice, place
and date of publication.

2. Make a search of the Copyright Office
catalogs and other records; or

3. Have the Copy'right Oflice make a
search for you.

Copyright investigations often involve
more than one of these methods.

It is f'urther explained that copyright
searches can be conducted in the records
housed in the Copyright Office and in the
printed Catalog of Copyright Entries
(CCE). The CCE, sold bythe Government
Printing Oflice and held in many U.S. librar-
ies (including Cornell University), is an
authoritative record ofcopyrights. This tool
seemed ideal {br the pulposes of our pres-
ervation project. However, the introductory
instructions in the article are immediately
fbllowed with the caution that "Even if you
fbllow all three approaches, the results may
not be conclusive" (Library of Congress
rsea, p.3).

It was unclear to us from the instruc-
tions under what circumstances searching
the CCE was an acceptable alternative to
searching the catalogs and other records
located in Washington, and we were puz-
zled by the caveat that even after trying all
three approaches the results may not be

conclusive. Phone calls to the Copyright
Office revealed a strange przzle: no one
could (or would) say that it was acceptable
to search only the CCE lor pulposes of
determining copyright status on mono-
graphs published between 1920 and 1950.
There appeared to be no evidence forth-
coming from the Copyright Office on
which to base a clear and authoritative
rulingonthe reliabilityof the CCE forour
purposes (i.e., whether it was comprehen-
sive enough to serve as a sole source for
copyright-status searches). We soon dis-
covered that Oakley (f990, p.la) reflects
the common wisdom on procedures for
determining copyright status:

lW]orks published prior to 1915 can be
presumed to be in the public domain.
Similarly, works published a{ier 1978 can
be presumed to be protected. For works
published between those dates, sorrc re-
search at the Copyri.ght Office i.s li.kehl to
be necessary to determine whether the
work was registered, by whom, and
whether or not it was renewed. (emphasis
added)
Some context for this quotation is im-

portant: 1915 is 75 years before 1990, the
date of Oakley's report. What Oakley
meant, in more general terms, is that
works published more than 75 years ago-
the duration of copyright protection {br
published works-are in the public do-
main. For example, on January 1, 1995, we
can safely assume that works published
before January 1, 1920 are in the public
domain.

A literature search turned up no pub-
Iications on procedures for determining
copyright status on a large scale. Phone
inquiries to colleagues in the preservation
community vielded little in the way o[
practical guidance Ibr determining copy-
right status and indicated considerable
uncertainty about the topic. Given the
general uncertainty surroun&ng what
constitutes a su{Iicient copyright search
and a reasonable ef{brt, Oakley suggested
in a February I, 1994 phone intewiew
with us that at the beginning of a project
such as ours contingency {unds be set
aside lbr the pulpose"of s'ettling claims if
we wrongly assumed that copp'ight had
lapsed on a title scanned {br distribution.
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We werent sure how to proceed. Sending
a staff member to Washington to searcf,
thousands of titles in the complex files of
the Copyright Offtce seemed an unrea-

consuming. We concluded that while it
seemed likely to us that one could reliably
determine whether a work is protected by
copyright without research at the Copy-
right Offtce in Washington, D.C., it
seemed imprudent to rely on the CCE
alone,without strong evidence to support
this decision. In vierv ofthe size and-na-
tional sc'eps 6f our project, we felt obliged
to take a l-egally scirpulous course, cleirly
demonstrating reasonable effort to com-
plywith the liw. In the absence of a stand-
ard ofreasonable effort specifring the na-
ture and extent of a reasonable and
sufficient copyright search for our pur-
po,ses, we decided to develop one our-
selves.

To address the issue empirically, we
conducted our own careful itudv of the
problem by devising a pilot project, con-
ducted in 1994, with the following objec-
tives:

l. Obtain estimate of the percentage of
titles which remain under copyright
protection;

2. Find the most efficient and legally
sufficient procedures for:

a. determining copyright status of U.S.
monographs published between 1920
and 1950. and

b. finding the names and addresses of
copyright holders; and

3. Assess the level of effort and cost

METHoD

SAMPLE

The materials selected for the project in-
cluded a total of 4,494monographii Utles.
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Of these, 42Vo were published before
1920, are now in the public domain, and
were excluded from the study. The re-
maining 2,608 monographs published be-
tween 1920 and 1950 were the focus of
our investigation. A random sample of 370
titles from agricultural economics and ru-
ral sociolory was selected for intensive,
comparative copyright searching to deter-
mine the optimal search procedures.

SEARCHING BecxcnouNp

The method employed in this pilot inves-
tigation was to search each ofthe 370 tides
twice: {irst at Cornell in the published
CCE, and then in the various catalogs and
registers located in the Copyright bfffce
itself. A careful comparison of the results
of both searches would reveal the ade-

The searched lists were then sent to Brog-
don for extensive searching at the Copy-
right Of{ice. The search -Ethods ,tr"d irt
each approach are outlined below.

PRELIMINARY SEARCHING rN THE Punltsueo

CCE Ar Conxrr,l

The CCE is available in printed form to
1979. Since then it has been issued in
microliche and online. The CCE is di-
vided into parts according to the classes of
works registered; for the publications in
this study, the class was "Books." Each
volume of the CC.O contains entries for
registrations made during a particular
year, with the renewals in a separate sec-
tion.

Works in the study could have been
copyrighted at any time during the first 28
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years. However, for this preliminary
searching, the author and title were
searched in the CCE onlE for the year of
publication, the rationale being tlrat the
subsequent 27 years could be searched
faster in the copyright card catalogs. Later
comparison of the local search results with
those at the Copyright Office revealed
how often works are registered late (i.e.,
after publication), and how much later.

If the work was located, the copyright
number was recorded and a search was
made for a renewal in the volume 28 years
after the date ofthe copyright. Lists were
annotated to show whether a work had
been copyrighted and renewed, or copy-
righted but not renewed, or whether no
entry was found at all.

Sne.ncnrrc CopyRrcHT RECoRDS AT THE
Copvnrcur OnnIcn
The ftles searched at the Copyright Office
to determine copyright status were:

1. copyright card catalogs through 1977,
2. an online catalog of records created

from 1978 forward.
3. the official copyright registers, and
4. the assignment files.

In addition, for titles determined to
have been renewed, the renewal applica-
tions were searched for addresses ofcopy-
right holders. Time spent searching re-
newal applications was subtracted from
total searching time to make it compara-
ble with time spent searching the CCE.

The copyright card catalogs are di-
vided into the time periods 1898 to 1937,
1938 to 1945, 1946 to 1954, 1955 to 1970,
and 1971 to 1977. The 1898 to 1937 cata -

log is divided into author (with some titles
included) and claimant (copyright holder)
files. All other catalogs combine entries
for author(s), titles, and institutions
(which includes publishers). The author
cards are filed ftrst, followed by titles and
institution cards. Each card contains the
copynght registration number for the
work, date of registration, and the claim-
ant's name. Reference staff at the Copy-
right Office stated that all possible bibli-
ographic entry points should be searched;
i.e., author(s), title, and institution.

The of{icial coppght register is ar-
ranged by copyright number and by vari-

ous time periods. If a copyright is re-
newed, the renewal number is added to
the original record. The register must be
searched to verifi that a copyright was not
renewed.

The assignment ftles contain informa-
tion on transfer ofcopyright. There is an
assignor catalog for 1870 to August 15,
1941, assignor/assignee catalog for August
16,194I to L977 and a title catalog for
1928 to 1977. Because there is no legal
requirement for reporting transfers, these
files are not complete.

REsuLTs

Analysis of the results of the two search
processes is divided into two parts: deter-
mining copynght status of monographs,
and se"curlng addt"rre. ofcopyrighl hbld-

DBre nurxrNc Copvntcnr Srerus or
MONOGRAPHS

The results of searching performed in the
records of the Copyright Office are sum-
marized in table 2.

We found that of the 370 titles in the
sample, 24Vo were never registered for
copyright, 58Vo were copyrighted but not
."tt"*6d, and ISvo werd-copyrighted and
renewed. For the 68 tides still protected,
we assume that permission must be
sought to scan and distribute them. Con-
u"ri"ly, 82Vo ofthetitles are in the public
domain and may be reformatted and dis-
tributed without further concern about

the I940s).
The 68 titles renewed constiiie 24Vo

of the subset of 283 titles that were origi-
nally registered for copyright (370 minus
the 87 that were never copyrighted), com-
pared with the Copyrighf OTIice {inding
(Library of Congress 1994) of a 4.L7o re-
newal rate for books and pamphlets. We
believe the discrepancy be'tween out find-
ings and those of the Copyright Office
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TABLE 2

CopyRrcHT STATUS oF SAMpLE Monocnepus puBr,rsHeo 1920-1950.

Time
Period No

Never Copyrighted

# V o

Cop)ry'ight md Not
Renewed

# V o

Copyright md Renewed

# V o

1920-29

1930-39

1940-49

1950

TOTAL

17g

99

82

10

J  ' T '

2L

z l

24:

30
24

r23
59

30
o

2I5

t9
l o

32

4

68

69
60
. 5 1

30
58

J '

z t

20

d

87

115
l3

39
40
18

study can be explained by two factors.
l. The Copyright Office data lumps two

separate categories, pamphlets and
books, into one renewal category. It
is entirely possible that the r-enewal
rate on pamphlets is considerably
lower than thit ofbooks alone.

We believe the results obtained in
searching the records of the Copyright
Office are authoritative. Searchine ;as
conducted in strict accordance wit-h the
instructions of the staff of the Copyright
Oflice by a highly experienced, metl"c,r-
lous libiary piofessioiral. A total of 8I
hours of professional search time was
spent determining the copyr.ight status of
370 monographs,-an aveiagJof t3 mln-
utes per title.

Initial searching at Cornell on the
same set of titles wi conducted by a com-
bination ofstudent assistants urrd pr"r"r-
vation technicians. A total of3l hoirs was
spent in preliminary searching at Cornell
ol,the CCE, an average of 5 minutes per
title.

Comparing the initial search results
for the sime 3.-70 titles in the print CCE at
Cornell with the results obtained at the

procedural changes were implemented
and the searches- showing dis'crepancies

were repeated in the CCE, we found a
97Eo agreement overall between the re-
sults obtained in searching at the Copy-
right Offfce and those obt'ained in CICE

3. what we learned in the process and
how we adjusted searching proce-
dures on the basis ofthis exferience.

Discrepancies in the initial search re-
sults were found in 227o of the cases (81
of 370 titles). The CCE search was re-
peated for each of these 81 titles by a
presewation technician experienced in
bibliographic searching to determine
whether the correct information was actu-
ally included in the CCE and to account
for each discrepancy in search results.

Discrepancies were categorized, and
each case and category ofdiscrepancy was
studied to determine whether and how it

12 discrepancies in searching were deter-
mined either to be uncorrectable or to
take such an extreme effort to correct as
to be unreasonable (see table 4). Note that
two categories of discrepancies (pam-
phlets and author problems) appear on
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TABLE 3

SsencHrNc DrscnnpeNcres-Eesrrv CoRRECTED.

Year Year
Earlier Later

# V o # V o

Human
Error Pamphlets

# V o # V o

Serials

# V o

Author
Problems

# V o

TOTAL

# V o

Copyright

Renewals

TOTAL

0 0
2 9 8

2 9 8

2 0 5
0 0

2 0 5

36 10
3 3 9

69 19

10

T4

J

1

4

J

0

J

I

0
I

2
0

2

I

0
I

u.5

0.0

0.5

0.3
0.0

0.3

both tables 3 and 4, indicating that certain
types of problems in these categories are
easilv correctable, while others are not.

Table 3 presents those categories of
search discrepancies where a second
search of the CCE yielded correct infor-
mation. Thus, the information found in
the Copyright Office was found to be in
the CCE, and could be located with rea-
sonable and affordable procedural
changes. Discrepancies are divided into
two categories: those conceminginforma-
tion about original copyright, and those
concerning information about renewal of
copyright. Frequency of occurrence of
each discrepancy is expressed as a per-
centage of the 370 tides searched.

Ofthe 69 correctable discrepancies, 36
(lOVo of all searches conducted) con-
cerned the determination of original
copyright, and 33 (9Vo) concemed
whether or not the original copyright on a
title was renewed.

The two largest categories, "Year Ear-
lier" and "Year Later," are easily reme-
died. In searching at the Copyright Office
it was found that in 29 cases. renewals
(l3%o of all renewals) were registered in
the 27th year after copynght rather than
the 28th year. Similarly, 20 titles were
found to have been registered for copy-
right a year later than the date appearing
on the publication. These combined 49
cases (607o ofall &screpancies) are easily
corrected by changing CCE search proce-
dures to accommodate early renewal and
late registration (i.e., by searching for
copyright a year later than date ofpubli-
cation, and by searching for renewals on
the 27th and 28th year after registration).
This change added about one minute per

title to the CCE search procedure.
Human error was found to be the

source of 14 discrepancies in search re-
sults (47o of all searches), with l0 ofthese
instances occurrinq in relation to the de-
termination of ori-ginal copyright rather
than renewal. These errors included over-
sight (due, we believe, to the use ofinsuf-
ficiently experienced student searchers)
and spelling errors on the lists from which
r"*"h". w6re conducted (correctable by
searching from the book in hand). We are
conftdent that searching from the book in
hand and using only highly experienced
searchers would correct these errors.

Six discrepancies were due either to
searching in fhe wrong class of materials
in the CCE (i.e., Utles weren't recognized
as pamphlets rather than books) or to
searching under the wrong author head-
ing. We discovered that these discrepan-
ciJs can be corrected by using only highly
experienced searchers. As an ad&tional
safeguard, we also revised the searching
procedure to include a review of the
searching results by a librarian highly ex-
perienced in bibliographic searching.
This change required complete double
checks of searching on possible renewal of
titles with complicated authors (e.g., cor-
porate entries) and utles that might possi-
bly be pamphlets or parts of a serial. The
addition ofthese checks by a professional
librarian added another minute per title
on average.

Table 4 summarizes those categories of
discrepancies where the "correct" infor-
mation either was not included in the
CCE, or where {inding it would necessi-
tate procedural changes that would take
work well beyond what could be consid-
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TABLE 4

SeencHrNc DTSCREPANCTES-UNAVOTDABLE oR Nor WonrH EFFoRT.

2 or More Yean
Iater

# V o

Pamphlets

# V o

Author Problems
Unexplained

# V o # V o Vo

Copyright

Renewals

TOTAL

0 0

o

J

0
J

J

0
J

l2
0
12

0.8

0.0

0.8

0 8
0.0
0.8

0.8
0.0
0.8

0.8
0.0
0.8

3.2
0.0

3.2

ered reasonable effort.
Searching at the Copyright Office

identilied 3 Etles out of th6 376 that were
registered for copyright two or more years
alter the date of publication. We had been
wamed by the Copyright Offfce staff that
awork published in this time frame (1920
to 1950) could be registered at any time
within 28 years of its lubhcation. SLarch-
ing through 28 annual volumes of the
CCE for a yield of less thar LVo (none of
which, it turns out, was later renewed) is
beyond the level of effort that can be
reasonably expected in determining copy-
right status.

For reasons we could not fathom.
three titles turned out to be registered as
pamphlets, although they did not fit any
normal delinition of a pamphlet. Simi-
larly, three titles were fogsiered under
author entries which could not reasonably
be anticipated (e.g., one title was entered
under the name of the publisher). Three
other titles ("Unexplained") were found
to be copyrighted by searching the various
files atihe-Copyrrght Offic; but there
was no registration found under any entry
we tried in the CCE. This latter category
seems to be a measure of the actual dis-
crepancy in information contained in the
CCE and that held in the ftles of the
Copyright O ffice: 0.8Vo.

high degree of accuracy and agreement
found in the various records, p'"Ulirn"a
and unpublished, of the Copyright Offfce.

Thus, a final overall aqreement in

search results was achieved ing7%o of all
titles searched by our revised search pro-
cedures, and, IOOVo agreement in the case
of renewals. None of the discrepancies
resulting from the 37o of anomalous cases
concerned actual renewal, and therefore
would not affect anyone's copy rights.

The revisions we made to the CCE
search procedure raised costs somewhat by:

l. requiring the use of more experi-
enced search staff-

2. adding a professional staff review of
results, and

3. adding a few more search points (e.g.,
a year earlier and a year later).

With these changes the average search
time for determining copyright status by
searching the CCE increased from 5 to 7
minutes per title.

Sncunrxc ADDRESSES oF CoPyRIGHT
Horonns

The addresses of copyright holders are
found onlv in the renewal records located
in the Copyright Of{ice and are not in-
cluded in the CCE. Addresses for the
copyright holders were obtained from re-
newal applications for the original works
or renewal applications for later works by
the same claimant if such were located in
the online file. A number of these latter
applications were filed by heirs of the
original claimants. Finding and transcrib-
ing addresses took an average of5 minutes
per title. The addresses on the renewal
applications ranged from 7947 to 1994
with half being 20 years or older. Only
lTVo ofthe addresses foundwere from the
period 1990-94.
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CoNcr.uslotrls

Searching the same set of materials in
both the widely available CCE and the
Iiles located in the U.S. Copyright Office
indicates a97Eo agreement in results be-
tween the two. Careful analysis of the
discrepancies reveals that none ofthe dif-
ferences involves the question of renewal
of copyright. Thus our investigation dem-
onstrates that the CCE is I007o accurate
(compared with the ffles of the Copyright
Offfce) in recording copyright renewals
for agricultural sciences monographs. In a
sense, this Iinding simply confirms the
statement that "The CCE is in effect the
Card Catalog published in book form (and
since 1979 in microffche), but it may con-
tain more comprehensive information
and should be consulted in problematic
searches" (LibraryofCongress 1993, p. 2).
But it goes beyond this to provide solid
data on which to base a procedure for
efffcient copyright searching on large
numbers of monographs in other disci-
plines as well. While there may well be
variations by &scipline in the rate of re-
newal of copyright, it seems highly un-
likely that the degree of accuracy of the
CCE as an official record of copyright
information will vary by discipline.

We believe this studv clearlv estab-
lishes that one can reliabiv determine the
copyright status of booki published be-
fore 1950 without travehng to Washing-
ton, or contracting with the Copyright Of-
fice or a commercial search company to
undertake time-consuming searches in
the complex liles of the Copyright Offfce.
A standard ofreasonable effort in this area
must rely on authoritative and widely
available sources, such as the CCE, the
official published record ofthe Copyright
Oflice. It must also be based on a large
enough sample to take into account vary-
ing situations. Our l4Vo sample repre-
sented the range of problems encoun-
tered in the monographs of the core
historical literature of agricultural sci-
ences. With a linding of 1007o agreement
in renewal searches in the CCE and9Tvo
agreement overall, we assert that the CCE
is an authoritative source for determining
the copyright status of monographs pub-

lished before 1950. The procedure de-
tailed in Appendix A is presented as a
generalizable standard of reasonable ef-
fort for libraries to use in determining the
copyright status of books.

By spending an average of 7 minutes
per title searchlng locally*in the CCE, we
were able to replicate the results ofnearly
twice the time searching in the Copyright
Oflice. (If the CCE from 1920 to 1978
were made available online, searching
time could be reduced considerably and
access to the CCE improved.) We deter-
mined that lSVo of the sample are still
copyrighted. Thus a fairly modest local
searching effort reduced the size of our
copynghl permissions problem by 82Vo.
Assuming this is a reliable estimate of the
percentage of core historical agriculture
monographs still under copyright, we now
face the challenge ofcontacting copyright
holders and securing permissions for the
approximately 469 titles (l8%o of 2,608
monographs published between 1920 and
1950) that are still protected.

We hope these ftn&ngs will help to
alleviate some ofthe confusion about how
to proceed with sptematic preservation
of brittle books published in the past 75
years, and with scanning of older materi-
als for inclusion in digital libraries. How-
ever, this is only one of many copyright
and preservation issues in need of clarifi-
cation. Ulfimately the Copyright Office
may decide to issue guidelines on copy-
right and preservation, or Congress may
amend the copynght law. In any case, such
guidelines or statutory changes will stem
from &scussions among the legal, library,
author, and publishing communities. We
believe verifrable r"ritltr fro* carefully
constructed pilot projects are needed to
inform these negotiations. Hard data from
systematic libraf and publisher investiga-
tions of the issues will help keep this es-
sential process of give and take rational
and constructive. In the end, we believe
such data will help to secure terms which
will facilitate, rat6er than impede, the na-
tional preservation effort.

ToPIcs FoR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

Having developed guidelines for deter-
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mining copyright status of U.S. mono-
graphs published before 1951, we must
now work out reasonable effort proce-
dures lbr contacting copyright holders
and seeking permissions. We are currently
in the process ofcontacting all rights hold-
ers, and based on our experience we plan
to develop a standard for locating copy-
right holders and seeking permission to
convert protected materials for preserva-
tion and access. Finally, we hope to estab-
lish precedents for negotiating royalty
payment amounts and mechanisms. In ad-
dition, we must address the problem of
copyright on the 339 serial publications in
the core historical Iiterature of the agri-
cultural sciences. Given the complexity of
copyright searching and the large number
that have already been filmed commer-
cially, we are likely to employ a very dif-
I'erent strategz for serials.

The findings reported here were made
#ter intensive analysis of a body of agri-
cultural sciences literature. It would be
interesting to investigate variations by dis-
cipline in the rate ofrenewal ofcopyright.
We hope others will replicate, adapt, and
improve on our procedures in other disci-
plines, and publish the results.

We urge librarians to conduct replica-
tions of our study and to undertake pilot
investigations fbr determining the copy-
right status of other forms of intellectual
property, such as pamphlets, sound re-
cordings, visual arts, maps, and motion
pictures and film strips. Work is also
needed to determine copyright status of
{breign imprints targeted for presewation
and to undertake pilot investigations to
determine the copyright status of other
fbrms of intellectual property, such as

Determining Copyri.ght Status /333

pamphlets, sound recordings, visual arts,
maps, and motion pictures and film strips.
Work is also needed to determine copy-
right status of foreign imprints targeted
for preservation.
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APPENDIXA

SreNpeno oF ReesoNeslE EFFORT

Procedure for determining copyright status of monographs published in the U.S.
before 1950, using the Catalog ofCopyright Entries

Sources Of Copyright Information
The Catalog of Copyight Enties is the ofltcial record of the U.S. Copyright Office The CCE has ben found to
be a reliable tool in determining the copyright status ofa work and the name of the claimant at the time of original
registration and renewal. However, the CCE does not include the addresses ofcopyright holders or any information
about later assignments or transfers of copyrigbt.

The CCE is available in printed form to 1979, after which it was issued in microfiche form only. The CCE is
divided into parts according to the classes ofworks registered (e.g., Books). Each volume ofthe CCE contains
entries for registrations made during a particular year, with the entries for renewals in a sepuate section For
copyright records beginning in 1978, an online catalog is available through LC Muvel gopher://muvel.
loc.gov:70/l I /copyright.

Before commencing a copyright serch process, read Circulat 22 of the Copyright Office "How to Investigate
the Copyright Status of a Work." The Copyright Office has available a series of other useful circulars on various
aspects of copyright Questions about copyright smching can be mswered by the staff of the Reference and
Bibliography Section of the U.S. Copyright Offrce (202-707-6737).

Staffing Level And Logistics
Searching should be done by experienced, accurate bibliographic searchers with knowledge of foms of enny,
corporate authors, and characteristics and vuiations in the foms of nonographic publications. The results of all
semches should be reviewed by a librarian experienced in bibliographic searching.

The "Books" portion of the CCE for 1920-77 tlkes 24 liner feet of shelf space. Efficient smching of a lrge
number of titles requires that the entire set be shelved together in proximity to a table md chair which can be used
for concentrated, quiet searching. Ideally, serching should proceed from the books in hand (or from a photocopy
of the title page and verso) rather than from a list of publications. Results of prior bibliographic smrches (e.g., in
RLIN and OCLC), placed in the books for convenience, cm provide usefirl clues for complex titles.

Procedure
I 0 Works published more than 75 years ago are in the public domain and do not require

copyright seuches.
2.0 Examine the book carefully

2.1 Look for a copyright symbol and date. Lack of a notice of copyright is a fatal
defect, so publications with no copyright notice may be presumed to be in
the public domain

2.2 Look for evidence that the book may be part of a series, multivolume work,
or serial. Smch the appropriate sections of the CCE (e g, pamphlets or
Serials) if necessary

3.0 Search the conect CCE volume indexes under both author and tirle to find an entry
indicating that the work was registered for copyright Ifthere are multiple authors,
search all of them Note that the arrangement of volume indexes varies over tirne.
Ifyou have difFrculty frrnding any copyrighted titles for a year, be suspicious and look
through the volume again to be sure you have found all the indexes.

Ifno copyright registration is found for the year of publication (usually the sarne as
the date by the copyright symbol in the book), search as above in the volume for the
following yeu.

If a copyright registration is found, note the month and year it wm copyrighted
ald the copyright number.

When a copyright registration is found, add 28 years to the year ofinitial copyright and
search the author(s) md title in the renewals index of that year (i e , if a book was
copyrighted in 1922, setch 1950 for a renewal) Ifno renewal is found in the 28th vear,
serch as above in the 27th yeil after initial registration.

If a copyright renewal is found, note the renewal number and the name of the
copyright holder

Have an experienced professional libruian review serch results In this review titles
with the following characteristics should be re-checked in the appropriate volume(s):
1. publishedin multiple editions;
2. corporate or multiple authors;
3 may be part of a serial publication, or may be a pmphlet
Works for which no renewal was found using these procedures may be presumed to be in
the public domain

4.0

5 0

6.0
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Noles on Operolions
Arronging Roots:
Clossificolion ond Subjecl Heodings
for Geneologicol Collections

Lindo Bloke ond Evelyn T.Stollings

rl-l
I he Edith M. Clark History Room of

Rowan Public Librarv (hereinafter re-
ferred to as the Historv Room) in Salis-
bury, North Carolina, alttracts family his-
torians from across the nation as well as
avid local researchers. The current His-
tory Room librarian, Cherry (1996), notes
that "history and geography combined to
make Rowan County a nexus for genea-
loglcal research." Two major thorough-
fares of early America, the Pennsylvania
Wagon Road and the Indian TradingPath,
crossed there (Brawley f953). Tho-se mi-
grating on these prxsages to the frontier
often Ieft records of their sojourn in
Rowan County, which-combined with
research {iles, abstracts, and later publica-
tions-have made the History Room one
of the finest family research collections in
the South. The History Room draws
nearly 9,000 visitors ayear. One librarian
and one paraprofessional staff the room

LINnI Blerr (linda blake@iw.nasa.gov) is information services librarian, West Virginia Univer-
sity/NASA IV&V Facility, Fairmont, West Virginia, and was formerly technical sewices super-
visor, Rowan Public Library. EvnlyN T. Srallrr.lcs (stallingse@aol.com) was history room
librarian, Rowan Public Library and is now retired. Manuscript received January 30, 1997;
accepted for publication April 7, 1997; revised manuscript received ]uly 8, 1997.

along with a group of volunteers, an ar-
rangement that makes it possible to main-
tain evening and Sunday hours.

The collections consist of nearlv
12,000 items including monograph and
periodical volumes, microfilm, maps, soft-
ware, and manuscript and file collections.
The service area was expanded in 1989
from a small room to an area four times its
previous size. Two collections ofnote are
the family histories contained in the
Mamie McCubbins files and the Ar-
chibald Henderson Collection ofbooks and
pamptrlets. The Henderson Collection pre-
sented some interesting classilication prob-
lems described later.

THn PnosreM

Stallings, Cherryb predecessor, recog-
nized the need for genealogists to ap-
proach their investigations by geographic
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location. Finding information about onet
forebears is extremely diflicult without
some knowledge of the places in which
they settled or through which theypassed.
Records of life events such as births,
deaths, and marriages trace the existence
ofindividuals and are recorded in speci{ic
locales. According to the Reference and
Adult Services Division of the American
Library Association (1996, p.7 ), one of
the first steps in genealogical research is
to "focus on one locali& where ancestors
lived, and identify it in ierms of the juris-
dictions to which it belongs (county, state,
district, province, etc. )."

Moreover, Stallings had reached the
same conclusion as had many other local
historyroom librarians: the Deu:ey Decima)
Classificati,on (DDC) and the Library of
Congress Subjec't Head.ings (LCSH) do not
meet the needs of familyhistory researchers
(National Society Dauglters of the Ameri-
can Revolution 1996; DeBoer 1992). In a
collection of anysize, the DDC numbers for
genealory (929.1-929.3) are soon long and
unwieldy or redundant after being applied
to almost every item in the collection. In
DDC, crrurt records, wills, birth and death
records, and land records are all classed in
929.3, with the addiuon of four digts for the
county where records originated. Supervi-
sors of genealogical collections and their
technical services counterparts, including
those at the State Libraryof North Carolina,
had managedtotwist and extendDDC num-
bers through the use ofgeographic notation
to group some of the materials geographi-
cally. However, the call numbers that resuh
are long, unwieldy, and make materials dift-
cult to locate on the shelf. For example, the
DDC number for Anson County, North
Carolina, deed abstracts would be classed in
929.376753, arrd court records for Powell
County, Kentucky, would be classed in
929.3769585. The fact that location is speci -
ffed only at the end of the number also
eliminates any possibility of grouping items
Iirst bv location on the shelves.

U;til 1990 History Room materials
from all states and counties were classi-
fied according to subject. The censuses
were classed in 3I7, deeds were in 333,
wills were in 347, some abstracts were in
929 with familv histories. and local histo-

ries were in 97x.>orx. A family historian
would ask, "Where are your Rowan
CounW (or Buncombe CounW, or Vir-
ginia) 

'records?" 
The only answer was,

"All over the place." With only two paid
staff members providing most of the ex-
pertise and assistance in the Room, some-
thing had to be done to refer patrons more
quickly to materials from their antece-
dent's geographic area. The increase in
use of the Room exacerbated the prob-
Iem.

CLAssrFrcATtoN BY LocATroN

When Stallings learned of an ingenious
classification system for the small geneal-
ogz collection at the Arlington Public Li-
brary in Texas (Arlington Public Library
1996), she knew she had found a system
that could be modified and used for the
History Room's larger collections. In the
Arlington system, materials were basically
classed accor&ng to two-letter postal ab-
breviations for states and then subdivided
numericallyby material type. Stallings felt
that expansion to county level and further
development for specilic types ofrecords
would provide Rowan Public Library with
a workable genealogical classiftcation.

Discussions at regional conferences in
the late eighties did not reveal an existing
sptem suitable for adoption. rce elbright,
supewisor of the Genealory Room at the
North Carolina State Library, sent a com-
plete description of her system, but its geo-
graphic orientation was too limited because
it arranged only abstracts, not other materi-
als or records, by geographic location. Other
local schemes were adaptations of DDC that
more often than not consisted of adding
geographic notations to already long call
numbers. Andthe Arlington Public Ubrary
scheme did not support geographic location
at the county level. Every librarian who vis-
ited the Roman Public Library from 1988 to
1990 was queried about possibilities. While
some seemedto thinkwe were delusionalto
even try, they all saw the possibilities.

HISToRY RooM
GENEALoGTCAL CLAssIFrcATroN

The resulting classi{ication system (cur-
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, In addition to geographic arrangement
of genealogical riatdrials, the clisifica-
tion system also facilitates inclusion of
genealogical materials not confined to a
geographic area, local history materials,
and collections of miscellaneous materi-
als. Even though the system exhibits an
eastern coastal state orientation that re-
flects the History Room collection, it can
be adapted to accommodate the special
needs of any region or collection. Fbr ex-
ample, the'clas"ses for the colonial wars
and RevolutionaryWar (.42 and.43) could
be adapted by Western states to accom-
modate the Indian wars. The list of reli-
gious groups in .5 could be modifted to

ing term 2. For example, terms I and 2 for
Rowan County, North Carolina, are NC
and ROW The threeletter abbreviation
used for counties allows the county mate-
rials to be filed alphabetically. if more
than one coun$ for a state starts with the
same three lett'ers, the rule for determin-
ing a county abbreviation is to use the
first and secondletters andthe ffrst differ-
ent consonant and make necessary adjust-
ments to retain alphabetic order. There-
fore, terms I and 2 for Henrico CounM
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Virginia, are VA and HEC; and terms I
and 2 for Henry County, Vrginia, are VA
and HEY. If the material is related to
several counties, then AAA is used for
term 2. Terms I and 2 for the book 2n-
nessee Tours: From Adams to Yorkdlle
are TN and AAA. If the material is related
to several counties, and recounts histori-
cal facts, but is not genealogical (i.e., does
not contain listings of names or family
lineage), then 272 is used for term d.
Terms I and 2 for the book Crossties
through the Carolinas are NC and ZZZ.
County abbreviaUon decisions are re-
corded in a copy of The Handy Bookfor
Genealogis* (Everton l98l), which con-
tains acomplete listingof all U.S. counties
and their original boundaries.

Term 3 (see table l) ofthe call number
is a decimal number and is determined by
form of material (directories, bibliog-
raphies, indexes, perio&cals, etc.); sub-
ject matter (heraldry commerce and la-
bor, culture and social life, etc.); type of
record (marriage, cemetery land, etc.);
time period based on war records (colo-
nial wars, Revolutionary War, Civil War,
etc.); church records by denomination
(Baptist, Catholic, Quakea etc.); and eth-
nic group (Celtic/Gaelic, African-Ameri-
can, Teutonicy'Germanic/Scan&navian,
etc. ).

Some examples of classi{ication num-
bers consisting of terms I,2, and 3 are
shown with the titles they represent in
table 2.

Term 4ofthe call numberis based onthe
fust three letters of the author's last name.
There are noted exceptions. For example,
with census data, the date of the census is
inserted to enable chronological iurange-
ment and then is followed by the first t$iee
letters of the authort last name. These in-
stances occw infrequendy and are specili-
cally noted in the classilication schedule.

Sometimes there is no primary author
for a work according to the Anglo-Ameri-
can CataloguingRules,2d ed. 1988 revi-
sion (AACR2R), but there is an abstractor,
compiler, indexer, or transcriber. Al-

lhough AACB2R does not generally af-
ford main entry to abstractors, compilers,
indexers, or transcribers, because o1'their
importance in genealogical research, the
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librarians decided to assiqn term 4 letters
to these individuals. Manlvaluable genea-
logical tools are the work of compilen who
provide abstracts of public documents that
are diIffcult for most historians to decipher.
These individuals are often noted by histori-
ans and are important access points. Several
examples of full call numbers, including
terms I-4, are shown in table 3.

ClessrtcerroN Nor BY Loc,rrrox

Despite the primary emphasis on location
in genealogical research, not all materials
have a geographic orientation. Therefore,
in addition to those source materials (and
compilations) that are geographical in na-
ture, the classification system has to ac-
commodate the nongeographically ori-
ented resources. These include historical
and instructional materials, family histo-
ries, biographies, church and ethnic group
histories, items on historic preservation,
and other materials. Also, items that have
no obvious genealogical significance have
to be accommodated, as these are re-
tained in the History Room due to prove-
nance or relevance in understanding an
ancestors' time period.

A special sub-scheme was needed to
accommodate these materials. [t was de-
cided to construct this part ofthe classifi-
cation system so that nongeographically
oriented materials would not only be
shelved together but also so they would be
shelved before the beginning ofthe geo-
graphically oriented numbers. Because
term I listings for all geographically ori-
ented materials run from AK to WY (as
per state postal abbreviations), the letters
AA through A| were selected as the term
I designations for all nongeographical ma-
terials. Table 4 delineates this section of
the classification system; the table shows
how the letters AA'through AJ are used in
term I and subdivided by various three-
letter combinations in teim 2.

As with the geographically oriented
numbers, the use of multiple terms brings
out various aspects ofthe cataloged mate-
rials. Term 3 (see table 1) further subdi-
vides the topic and term 4 arranges the
title by author. Following are two exam-

ples drawn from the AA category:
AA HER.1 ELL
Who Are Iou?: The Romance Of 'Iour

Namc / Rttby Hashns Ellis
AA INS.13 BOY
Horo to Publish and Market Your Family
History / Carl Boyer.
For a biography (whose term l is AB),

term 2 is constructed out ofthe {irst seven
letters in the name of the individual pro-
filed. This method corresponds with the
classification used for ffction and biogra-
phy in the librarys other collections. AB
SCHOOLF KIN is the call number for
Robert Ad.dison Schoolfield ( 1853-1931) :
A Biographical History of the Inader of
Danrsille, Yirginia's Textile MiIIs During
Their First Fifty Years ,by Robert E. King.
The KIN in term 3 is for the author of the
biography.

In categories such as church history
(whose term I is AC), historic preserva-
tion (term f , AD), or ethnic and immigra-
tion (AE), a term 2 of AAA is used as an
alternative to the usual term 2, which des-
ignates a state or county location. The use
ofAAA as term 2 is based on the Arlington
Public Library system and places materi-
als relating to more than one county at the
beginning ofeach division ofthe classifi-
cation. This serves as a place holder to
which the the cataloger can attach a term
3 (table 1), including decimal numbers for
specific denominations, types of build-
ings, or ethnic groups.

Several examples follow. The call
number for Presbyterians in the South
by Ernest Trice Thompson is AC AAA.58
THO.

The Care and ldentification of Nine-
teenth Century Photographs, by fames M.
Reillv, is classiffed in AD AAA.13 REI with
AD hAA designating the presewation of
documents and .13 indicating "howto."

The call number for The 7884 Hester
Roll of the Eastem Cherokees, compiled
by Barbara Crumpton, is AE AAA.67
CRU. AE AAA designates ethnic and im-
migration materials and .67 indicates the
Native American ethnic group.

Family histories are subarranged un-
der AF by the first seven letters of the
familv name. Thus. the call number for
The Saund.ers Family of Lincoln Countg,
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TABLE I

TERM 3
Decimal

. 1
12
. 1 3
. r4
l 5
. I6
. 1 7
.18
. I9
.2
.2r
.22
.23
.24

Directories
How to
Bibliographies
Immigration/emi gration
Indexes
Sources (i.e., guides to holdings)
Not used
Gazetteers, atlases, and maps
Collective biography
Heraldry and name dictionaries
Compiled genealogies
Travel description and geography
Education, training, and
apprenticeships 

-

Commerce and labor
Culture and social life
Arts and sciences (further &vided

under Aj AAA by DDC)
Law and legislation, politics and
government

Architecture
Censuses (date comes before the

author designation)
Vital statistics combined records

(i.e., death and blrth records)
Bible records
Court records
Marriage, divorce, and
cohabltation records

Cemetery records
Wills and estate records
Deeds and land records
Tax records and voter registrations
Newspaper abstracts, obituaries,
etc.

MiIitary records and pension lists
Pre-discovery wars
Colonial wars
Add 1 to any two numbers to

indicate materials that fall
between designations

RevolutionaryWar
War of l8l2
Mexican War
CivilWar
Reconstruction
Spanish-American War ( 1898)

World War II
l,ate 20th century
Church records and histories
Baptist
Catholic

Quaker
Episcopal
Lutheran
Reformed Church of Christ
Methodist
Moravian
Presbyterian
Other
Ethnic records-general
information aboit ethnic
character of the United States

Celticy'Gaelic/Scots
English/Anglo-Saxon
Teutonicy'Germanicy'

Scandinavian
Balticr'Slavic
l.atin/Romance countries
African-American
American Indian
Semitic
Other (e.g., Melungeons)
County and area histories
Heritage books
Eastem StandardTime Zone. North
Eastem StandardTime Zlne, South
Central StandardTime Zone, North
Central Standard Time Zone, South
Mountain Standand Trme Zone, North
Mountain Stan&rd Time Zone, South
Pacific Standard Time Zone, North
Pacilic Standard Time Zone. South
Preservation
Historiography
Oral history
Documents
Photographs
Buildings
Periodicals
Genealogical and other society
recoros

Communitv develooment

.49

.491

. D

.51
52
.53
.D+

55
551

. D O

.57

.bd

.59

.t)

.br

.62

.63

.25

.26

.27

28

29
. J

.31

.32

.Jtt

.34

.JD

.36

. o r

.38
39

.4

.41

.42

.421

.64

.65

.66
b /

.68

.69

.7

.7r

. I Z

' J

74
- t D

.76

.77
78
79
.8
.81
.82
.83
.84
6D

.9

.91

.92

.4J

.44

.45

.46

.46I

.47

by Dwight G. Saunders, is AF SAUN-
DERS SAU, The family name spelling is
that used byLCSH, not the spelling in the
work, unless there is no listing in LCSH,
In that case, the spelling in the work being

cataloged is used. A discussion of the fam-
ily name used as a subject heading appears
later in this article.

Likewise, a threeletter code for a lo-
cation larger than a state (e.g., USA, EUR,
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TABLE 2

Seuple ClesstrlclrroN Nutr{ssns

Classification number

WVWYO.16 (Index)

TN ROB.29 (Architecture)

KS KIN.34 (Marriage, divorce etc.)

KY MON.43 (Revolution)

VA CHA.58 (Presbyterian )
NC CAB.66 (African-American)

SC YOR.7 (County.. history)

PA AAA.9 (Periodicals)

Genealogical index and gazetteer for Bowman's
referenie book of Wyoming County history

Robertson Countyt heritage of homes

Kingman County marriage records

List of known soldiers of the Revolution buried in
Montgomery County, Kentuclcy

Cub Creek church and congregation 1738-1838

History of African Americans in Cabarrus County

City without cobwebs: A history of Rock Hill, South
Clrolina

Pennsylvania genealogical magazine

AFR) is used to classify general genealo-
gies (term 1, AG). The call number for
Ttoentg-one Southern F amilies, by Eliza-
beth Pryor Harper, is AG USA.73 HAR,
with .73 indicating the Eastern Standard
Time Zone, South, of the United States.

These threeletter codes for locations
larger than a state are also used to classify
general histories (term I, AH). The call
number for The Story of the Irish Race: A
Poyru.Iar History of lreland, by Seamus
MacManus, isAH EUR.6I MAC,with.61
indicating Celtic/Gaelic. The object of the
Iatter two classiffcations is to continue the
geographic grouping on a more general-
ized scale.

A MTSCELLANY Cemcony

AJ AAA was added later to classifi all of

the miscellaneous materials that are not
genealogical, historical, or geographical
but that are housed in the History Room
because of provenance or known interest
to genealogical researchers. Textile Un-
ionism and the South, by Sinclair
Mitchell, is classified in AT AAA.273 MIT.
Its decimal numbers 

"o--e 
from the term

3list (see table l). In this call number, the
.27 is for arts and sciences. The third digit
(3) is added to represent the {irst level
(social sciences) of the DDC. This expan-
sion ofthe new classification using the Aj
class was devised in order to keep all ma-
terials in the History Room in the same
system. Although it would have required
less work for the cataloging staffto accept
and use DDC numbers found on existing
records, it was felt that expanding the
sinqle classification to all the roomt col-

TABLE 3

Serraplp Cr,essrptcerroN INCLUDTNG THE FoURTH TERM

Classiffcation number Title with author

TN ROB.29 HEN

VA CHA.58 GAI

SC YOR.7 BRO

NJ AAA.3 1774-85 STR

Robertson Counwt heritage ofhomes / Deborah
Kellev Henderson

Cub C-reek church and congregation, 1738-1838 /
Elizabeth Venable Gaines"

City without cobwebs: A history of Rock Hill, South
Cirolina / Douglas Summers Brown

Revolutionary census of New fersey: An index
based on rafables of the inhabitanls of New Tersey
durinq the period of the American Revolutirjn /
KennTtrvkbr-Rodda.
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TABLE 4

NoNGEoGRAPHICAL ORIENTATIoN

Term l: Use the following when material does not relate to a state

AA- General information subdivided by type

Term 2

BIB- Bibliographies

DIC- Dictionaries

DIR- Directories

HER- Heraldry and name dictionaries

IND- Indexes

INS- Instructional

AAA- Everything else genealogical; decimal number (term 3) narrows location to
specific tiire peiod, ethiic group, or region

ZZZ- Everythinq else historical not genealogical; decimal number (term 3) narrows
location tdspecific time perioil, ethddgroup, or region

AB- Individual biographies followed by the name of the subject and a three letter
designation foi th-e author

AC- Church histories national; decimal number indicates denomination
(see .5 in term 3)

AD- Historic preservation of documents, buildings, artifacts, and oral histories

AE- Etl-rnic and immigration/emigration materials; decimal number indicates ethnic
group (see .6 in term 3)

AF- Family histories followed by the family name

AG- Genealogies not specific to any state subdivided by location (e.g., USA, EUR, AFR,
ASI, etcJ;
decimal number narrows location to specific time period, ethnic
group, or region (see .4, .6, and .7 in Term 3)

AH-

AJ-

General history subdivided by location (e.g., USA, EUR, AFR, ASI, etc );
decimal numbbr narrows loci'tion to specilic time period, ethnic group, or
region (See .4, .6, and .7 in Term 3) 

^

Miscellany: Neither genealogrcal nor geographical
AAA with'.27 and thd first sribdivisioriof DDC number

.27 Generalities

.271 Philosophy and psychology

.272 Religion

.273 Social sciences

.274 l-anE.tages

.275 Natiral"science and math

.276 Technoloqy and applied science

.277 Fine andiecorativi arts

.278 Literature
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lections would prove the easiest way to
explain (or not to explain) the system to
genealogical researchers. The staffalso rec-
ognized that by making the system all-inclu-
sive, online catalog users in other parts of
the library would immediately identify ma-
terials as 6eing located in the ifistory froom
and restricted to in-house use.

The class A] has been particularly usefirl
in accommodating the arrangement of the
libraryl; largest siecial colleJtion of books
and pamphlets, the Archibald Henderson
Collection, which contains more historical
than genealogical materials. Dr. Henderson
was a scholarof Bemard Shaw. historian and
mathematician, and the contents of his col-
lection reflect his varied interests. An exam-
ple from this collection is the book Is
Bernard Shau aDrmwtistP It is classiffed
in AJAAA.278 HENwhere the 8 represents
literature from DDC.

Sunyrcr HEADTNG AccEss

Stallings also found that LCSH limited
access to genealogical materials when the

and add local geographic sub;ect headings
(tae 69I) that enable researchers to acceis

seeking data by county location. For ex-
ample, "Marriage records-North Caro-
lina" Iills many screens before a searcher

needs and mirrors the geographic empha-
sis of the classiftcation. As such, these
local subject headings permit researchers
to {ind records from one area under a

consolidation of materials from specific
geographic locations on the shelf, as well
as in the online catalog.

Every book containing genealogical
material for a particular countyis assigned
a geographic subject heading with the
subdivision "genealogy," which is a free-
floating term authorized for use under
geographic names. For example, the book
Manry County Rem.embersWorldWar ll
receives the heading "Maury County
(Tenn.)-Genealog/' because it provides
names that might be of signiffcance to the
genealogy researcher. The genealogy sub-
division is used freely so that all materials
for a specific county are listed in the cata-
log together under county name.

In copy cataloging at the Rowan Public
Library, LCS,EI headings occurring in the
record are retained; in our own original
cataloging, we assign them to maintain
national standards. In addition, the locally
defined subdivisions (see table 5) arb
added to the established form of geo-
graphic headings from the national
authority {ile or are established locallv if
not found.

The following examples indicate the
combination of appropriate LCSII head-
ings entered in the 65x MARC (Machine-
Readable Cataloging) tags and locally cre-
ated headings entered in 69x tags assigned
to genealogical materials. For the List of
I(noun Soldiers of the Reoolution Buri,ed
in Montgomery County, Kentucky, sev-
eral subject headings were assigned:

Montgomery County (Ky. )--{emetery re-
cords
Ceme teries-Kentucky-Montgomery
County
United States-History-Revolution,
l77F{3-Registers
Montgomery County (Ky. )-Genealory

Family names used as subject headings
are taken from LCS,FI with references
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made to and from variant spellings ac-
cor&ng to national cataloging practices.
For example, the LCSH hea&ng for the
Klutz family is "Klotz family." All materi-
als about this family are found in the on-
line catalog under "Klotz," with cross-refer-
ences from Clutts, Clufz, Klutts, and K]utz.
If there is no listing, then the spelling of the
name in the work being cataloged is used.
In ad&tion to the primary family, subject
headings are added for all other family
names listed in a work's table of mntents:
familynames in indexes are often included,
as are names of particular local importance
identiffed by Rowan Public Ubrary staff and
genealogical researchers frequenting the li-
brary. The addltional entries represent
other families, not variant spellings of the
primary family name.

Carer,ocrruc wrrH A LocAL Sysrru

This classiffcation system is an organic
one. Many decisions have been made as
the system was applied, and call numbers
have been changed after careful delibera-
tion. Close consultation, mutual respect
for in&vidual expertise, and collaborative
decision making have made this possible.
For example, genealogical reference ma-
terials, which are classilied in AA with
subarrangement by type (directory hand-
book, etc.), are cuttered according to the
author chiefly responsible for the text as
determined by the rules of AACR2R.
However, the History Room librarian has
wanted all annuals,- alumni directories,
handbooks, and the like to be shelved in
all cases bv the institution. With this col-
lection, aprimaryfactor in its shelving has
been the concern to maintain ready access
by the public and the collection librarian,
who also knows and represents the needs
ofthese end users. This concern led there-
fore to these materials being cuttered un-
der the name of the institution, even in
the presence of a personal author.

When deciding to use this system, or
any locally created system, there are prac-
tical implications to be considered as well.
Variations from national cataloging rules
subsequently require continual modifica-
tion of bibliographic records incolporated
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TABLE 5

LOCALLY DEFINED SUBDIVISIONS BY

TYPES oF Rnconps

Apprentice bonds

Baptismal records

Bastardy bonds

Bible records

Birth records

Cemetery records

Church records

Cohabitation records

Court records

Death records

Estate records

Guardian records

land records

Marriage records

Probate records

School records

Tax records

Voter records

Wills

from other sources, and these local vari-
ations make it less feasible to outsource
subject cataloging. Cataloging done exter-
nally will not carry your classification sys-
tem or additional subject hea&ngs. Cata-
logers at an external cataloging source will
need time to learn the system, which is
simple enough to learn quickly, but such
outsourcing also eliminates the coopera-
tive effort between the information and
technical services specialists that allows
special consideration of unique problems
on the spot. Perhaps this latter considera-
tion is of primary importance in a devel-
oping system, but we envision ongoing
revision and hence foresee the need for
ongoing collaboration. Discussions can,
and do, take place between an outside
contractor and the library information
specialists, but collaboration is greatly en-
h'anced bythe physical proximif of rbfer-
ence and cataloging.

Above all. it should be noted that we
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did not consider embarking on this pro-
ject without careful investigation ofpossi-
bilites and problems. From the begin-
ning, the idea was the product of many
minds. The s)6tem was lirst mentioned to
Stallings by Dr. Elizabeth Drake, who di-
rected the genealogical division of the
Mississippiana Collection at the Univer-
sity of Southern Mississippi. Patricia
Rosenthal, former librarian in charge of
the History Room, was consulted and gave
excellent advice, especially about break-
ing down the religious denominations.
Shirley Hoffman, a staff member who had
worked with visitors to the collection for
ten years, also gave valuable advice. Mem-
bers ofthe Genealogical Society ofRowan
County had often stated the need for a
better shelf arrangement, and they agreed
that organization by geographic location
would facilitate research. Edith M. Clark,
the former director of the Rowan Public
Library and esteemed librarian for whom
the History Room was named, gave her
approval to the project.

GETTING StentBp

Before the sptem could be applied, Stallings
needed the approval of Philip K. Barton,
director, Rowan Public Library, who had
to consider whether the beneliis of a more
accessible system would outweigh the dis-
advantages of it being locally created.
However, Barton understood that the bet-
ter arrangement of materials in the His-
tory Room would improve access to the
collection for the thousands of patrons
who used the room every year. This was
especially important becauie the History
Room staff has limited time to spend with
each researcher. With retrospective con-
version of the Historv Roorir collection
forthcoming, the time was opportune to
migrate to a more functional classification
system and to create local subject head-
ings that would expedite access to materi-
als for genealogists.

By the time the retrospective conver-
sion of History Room materials started,
the catalog for the library's main collec-
tion had been converted to machine-read-
able records and the materials had been
barcoded. The History Room catalog had

never been merged with the main collec-
tion's catalog in previous retrospective
conversion projects and therefore, it still
remained in card form. Ad&tionally,
whether or not the director decided to
adopt a new classification, the entire col-
lection of the History Room had to be
recataloged because the cataloging itself
was inadequate. The old catalog cards
often consisted of only author, title, one
subject heading, and a call number. No
additional name or subject access points
were included. After two years of consid-
ering local processing requirements in the
context of an easier-to-use collection, the
decision was made to proceed with this
massive and unconventional project.

Blake, the technical services supervi-
sor, and her staffgave their full coopera-
tion. Cataloging staff, not familiarwith the
research methodology of genealogists, did
not initially understand the reason for
such awide divergence from the standard
classification and subject heading sys-
tems. However, as the project advanced,
the logic began to appear, and positive
feedback from the vast majority of users
helped propel the te&ous process. Even
those most averse to moving away from a
standard classiftcation system could not
deny the logic and the simplicity of the
system in its find form.

The long process began with the Vir-
ginia materials for several reasons. The
moderate number of items, the fact that it
included a broad range of records and
materials (not onlybooks), and its location
in an area that facilitated easy retrieval
made it an ideal group for the test run.
Stallings did the cataloging for those ma-
terials. Conversion was accomplished us-
ing the Bibliophile automated system for
the MARC format. The new records were
then uploaded to the Rowan Public Li-
braryk^automated online catalog. The
flexibility of the MARC system, with its
room for multiple fields, allowed for local
call numbers and subject headings, and
eased the conversion.

After the Virginia section wrs com-
pleted, the technical services staffjoined
the effort and the process moved along
ef{iciently. Some copy for genealogical
materials was found in the Bibliophile da-



tabase and needed only an added local call
number and local subject headings. The
in-house printed barcode sets incl"uded a
call number label so the new call numbers
and barcodes could be applied at the same
time. Over a three-year period, the staff,
'with some volunteer assistance, attached
barcodes and spine labels to approxi-
mately 907o of the books. Approximately
70Vo of the records being converted were
not in the Bibliophile database, however,
and required original cataloging. The
other collections (maps, microfilm, and
pamphlets) are still being entered into the
database.

RESULTS

Accor&ng to interviews with local gene-
alogists and volunteers stafftng thdgis-
tory Room, the new classi{ication svstem
was easy to use and patrons were pieased
that materials for one county are all to-
gether. Although the History Room has a
limited staff, local genealogists andvolun-
teers regularly use the collection and
often are able to assist others, especially
novices, in starting preliminary research
until the staff can provide more assis-
tance. The only patrons who seem to have
difficulty with the system are those who
try to understand how it works before they
begin to use it, which might happen when
one tries to understand exceptions as well
as general rules. To users not familiarrvith
the LC alphanumeric classification sys-
tem, the call numbers looked especially
strange. Once they realized that the clas-
sification brought everything together by
geographic location, their problems &s-
appeared.

When entering the History Room, us-
ers are invited t"o register and provide
their names, addresse-s, and coriments.
This list of names and address was sub-
sequently used to conduct a survey ofout-
of-colnty users (RPL 1997). The survey,
which gathered information relating to
the economic impact on the local com"mu-
nity of these visitors as well as information
on possible future use, was mailed to
every fourth name on the list. In the sur-
vey, users were also asked whether assis-
tance was sought and whether the services
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received were satisfactory. Although the
questions did not speciftcally inquire
about the new classi{ication and arrange-
ment of materials in the History Room,
some users nevertheless praised the sys-
tem in their comments. Some comments
received were:

Liked the way you organized resources.

The accessibility of material and the help-
fulness ofthe staffare two [ofJ its strongest
points.

The arrangement of materials by state and
county is so much easier that [sic] by
author! Thank you,

Your library is the most well organized of
any library I visit.

I particularly like the fact the books are
otganized by states, wars, etc. rather tlran
the Dewey decimal system.

In addition, members of the Westem
Piedmont Local History Room Supervi-
sors Association expressed a wish that
their collections could be so arranged.

CoNcLUSIoN

The implementation of a new classiffca-
tion system and the reclassiffcation ofthe
Histony Room collections has been a ma-
jor undertaking, one that is not yet com-
pleted. Volunteers are still correcting old
call numbers and new decisions call for
subsequent changes as well. However,
both History Room users and staff have
enthusiastically welcomed a system they
perceive as easy to use, and that reception
has made the project well worth the ef-
fort. All parties involved in the decision to
employ a locally developed system have
worked cooperatively and productively
with one goal in mind: to serve the public
using the History Room collections bet-
ter. That goal has been reached.

The History Room assisted visitors
from thirty-nine states in 1995, and the
number of researchers who are trying to
find a litde piece of the larger story of
their family histories continues to grow.
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Librarians are well advised to provide ac-
cess to collections through a classilication

popuJar hobbies in America, and it's ex-
pected to grow in the next several years."
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Book Reviews

Gregory H. Leozer, Editor

Catalogerb Detktop. Washington, D.C.:
Cataloging Distribution Service,
c1994- System requirements: IBM 386
or higher; Microso{t Windows 3.1 or
OS/2 version 2.1. Subscription price:
$870; each additional user: $16 (ISSN
I 073-4929).
The Cataloger's Desktop is one of the

most significant tools to come to the aid
of catalogers since the appearance of on-
line cataloging utilities. Produced by the
Cataloging Distribution Service (CDS) of
the Library of Congress (LC), the 35 MB
of information-rich online publications
distributed on a single CD-ROM includes
most of the essentials for contemporary
catalogers, including the Library of Con-
gress Rule Interpretations, subject cata-
loging manuals, US MARC format publi-
cations, and music cataloging decisions
fiom LC. The I.l version (1995, issue 2)
is reviewed here, but later issues have
expanded to cover archival moving im-
ages, Ioose-leaf publications, CONSER
documentation, graphic materials, map
cataloging, rare books, authority records,
childrent subject headings, cutter tables,
LC ftling rules, and the NACO manual. A
companion disk (not reviewed here) in-
cludes the classification schedules.

Installing the Cataloger's Desktop ona
Pentium 75 system with 32M of memory
took less than a minute. The program was
loaded under Windows 95, for which
there are no specilic instructions (only
OS/2 and Windows 3.I are covered), but
this did not present a problem. A version
tailored {br Windows 95 would ease some
of the anxieties of installation. The user is
infbrmed of the {ile changes during instal-
Iation, but there is no ailvanced warning
in the documentation.

Once installed, the program loads very
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quickly-in a matter of seconds on the
system tested with a fi CD drive. Calling
up documents is also very quick, and mul-
tiple documents can be held open simul-
taneously. Since most documents are not
loaded in their entirety, load times are
typically very fast.

An extremely powerful search engine
recalls every word indexed in an impres-
sively short time. Nested, Boolean, prox-
imity, and stem searching, among others,
are possible. However, the program does
not index everyword in a document. This
occurs most frequently in words that con-
tain special characters or &acritics not in
the standard ASCII character set. CDS
chose to convert most such words to
graphic images, which cannot be
searched. Thus, when using the LC Rule
Intelpretations, one is unable to retrieve
the example for "Poly-a-amino acids," nor
even the cataloger-interpolated form that
also appears as "Poly-[alpha]-amino ac-
ids" because the entire strinq has been
rendered as a graphic, alonf with the
Greek alpha character. Unfortunately, it is
often the example that a cataloger will
remember and try to search. There is
some unevenness in how LC chose to exe-
cute this character-to-graphic conversion.
In some examples, one finds that only a
single character has been rendered as a
graphic, giving one at least some chance
of retrieving the example it is embedded
in For instance, the heart syrnbol in the
example "I?a piano" is a graphic, but not
the surrounding words or the cataloger
interpolation that lbllows. In other cases,
the entire example (as in the amino acids
case above) has been converted as a
graphic image, effectively blocking them
from being searched.

Templates are used to help the user
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re{ine a search to a particular category
within a document (e.g., query only the
scope notes in the subject manual). This
can help to focus a search. However, for
categories with long names (e.g., "geo-
graphic headings and subdivisions") there
is no way to see the number of matches, if
any, because the dialog box cannot be
sized.

The software includes provision for
operation {iom a network. This option was
not examined fbr this review, but not only
is this a cost-effiective means of imple-
menting the program for large cataloging
departments, it also makes uniform man-
agement easier since customized annota-
tions to the documents can be shared
across workstations. CDS has very aggres-
sive pricing lbr multiple users.

Little printed documentation comes
with Cataloger's Desktop-a 2l-page
booklet and a re{'erence card are all that is
supplied to get one started. There are
extensive help files online, including a
"tour" for an overview of the programt
I'eatures, but the tutorial is static and un-
engaging For the user accustomed to the
structure of Windows help files, the me-
chanics of tbllowing a toplc may require
some experimentation. At least one path
in the tutorial ends up as a blind'jump not
fbund" messaqe and bounces one back to
the beginning.

Rather than writing custom sof'tware,
CDS elected to develop Catal,oger's Desk-
top inthe"inlbbase" environment of Folio
Views. This has made the product avail-
able much sooner than it would have been
otherwise, and at considerably less ex-
pense. The tradeoff is that the program
must work within a pre-existing struc-
ture, even allowing fbr the flexibihty
that is built into the Folio Views devel-
opment environment. For example, to
fbllow a link, one must click twice-an
ergonomic difl'erence liom some Win-
dows help svstems and most Web
browsers [hat'may require some getting
used to on the part of users. Many of the
conventions of Windows programs do not
exist in Cataloger's Desktop. The occa-
sional user of Folio may have some difli-
culty remembering certain concepts, such
as the distinction between the "previous,"

"backrack." and "trail" icons.
The software does permit a certain de-

gree of customization-e.g., the toolbar
can be placed horizontally or vertically,
individual icons can be selected {br the
toolbar, the number of lines of text can be
specified to display in the table of con-
tents window, etc. If one wishes to display
icons with both text and pictures, the re-
sult will likely force the images to run o{f
the edge ofthe screen. This happens even
in the default con{iguration when using an
800 x 600 display, with no way to scroll
through to view them all. The alternative
is to display either text or pictures (but not
both). or to reduce the number of icons
on the toolbar. The choice of some icons
in the toolbar is rather idiosyncratic, such
as the apple fbr the tutorial session. There
are no popup sensitive areas ofthe screen
or implementation of the right-mouse
button to explain f'eatures or access prop-
erties as one {inds in many Windows pro-
grams. The toolbar preferences are ap-
plied across all documents and help files,
but, curiously, not to the tutorial session,
which is a bit disconcertins. Few of the
dialog boxes have help butt6ns to explain
the options. Those that do (such as the
query dialog box) take the user directly
into an infobase {br help, bypassing the
f'amiliar Windows style help screens.

A particularly use{'ul {'eature of the
sof'tware is its ability to create "shadow
files," which permit one to highlight text,
add notes, create links, etc., without a{'-
I'ecting the integrity of the original text.
Multlple shadow files may be used and
individual copies can be tailored in a
workplace where the program is shared.
There are tools to reconcile shadow files
iflater versions ofthe software are distrib-
uted so that one'.s previous notes are not
lost-welcome news to those libraries still
laboriously trans{'erring notes fiom earlier
volumes of LC subiect headings-al-
though in some cases this will prove im-
possible to implement because the under-
lying structure may change. Security can
be set so that others do not inadvertently
alter notes in a shared copy. According to
the CDS Web page, a most serious de{i-
ciency-the inability to cut and past
documents-is remedied in the Decem-
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In spite of the criticisms, Cataloger's

DesktoTt is a very important product that
deserves to be in every library with any-
thing beyond a minimal cataloging opera-
tion. The wealth of documentation either
already available or in the planning stages,
the convenient and rapid access to cata-
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loging tools, and the ability to personalize
and mark up documents will be a boon to
productivity and quality. At this point, the
only significant omission {iom Cataloger's
Desktop is the Anglo-American Catalogu-
ing Rules.-John K Duke, Virginia Com-
moruaeahh lJnioersitE, Richmond, Vir-
ginia
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To the Editor:
I would like to point out an error that

I discovered in the article "Chemistry

Journal Use and Cost: Results of a Longi-
tudinal Studv" bv Tina E. Chrzastowski
and Brian tvt. Oleisko. On page 107 in the
section "Cost of the Top ]ournals," the
authors make the statement that the an-
nual cost of purchasing the top t0 joumals
rose L59Vo in eight years, which they as-
sert represents a nearly 2OVo per year in-
crease in the cost o{'these iournals.

In making this assertionthey are ignor-
ing the cumulative effect of yearly cost
increases. in fact, the cumulation of an-
nual inireases of 20Vo over an eight-year
period would result in a total increase of
approximately 3307o over the initial cost,
not the 1597o increase the authors re-
ported. The increase they noted would
result {rom an annual cost increase of
about I2.9Vo. Similarly, the 66.97o in-
crease in the cost ofthe entire chemistry
journal collection does not represent an
annual increase of 8.4Vo as the authors
state, but rather an increase of abofi 6.6Vo
per year.-Mark Crot-tean, Washington
State Unioersity, Holland Ubrary Biblio-
graphic Control Unit, Pullmnn, WA
99 1 64- 59 10 ; crotteau@usu. edu

The author replies:
Mr. Crotteau correctlv notes that our
application ofthe datain Table 4 (page
106) does not allow for the cumulation
ofannual price increases. The datapre-
sented in Table 4 are accurate, however,
and support our point thatjournal titles
with high local use are more likely to
inflate at rates higher than the collec-
tion as a whole. We regret the error in
computing cumulative percentages and
thank Mr. Crotteau for a careful reading
of our paper.-Tina E. Chrzastouski,
Chemistry Librarian, Unirsersity of llli-
nois ; at U rb ana-Champaign

To the Editor:
Allyson Carlyle's otherwise very useful

article on bibliographic relationships
("Fulfilling the Second Objective in the
Online Catalog") in the April 1997 issue
ofLR?S contains a serious error regard-
ing serials cataloging records. Cirlyle
states that "added entries for an earlier
and later title are mandated, thereby par-
tiallygrouping records underboth old and
new titles in the catalog . . ." (p. 91).
AACR2 does not mandate such entries,
but rather gives such relationships in
notes (rule l2.7B7b-c). Rule 21.30f di-
rects the cataloger to make an added entry
for any version of the title that d.oes not
constihtte a change in the title proper
(italics added).
The USMARC Format for Bibliographtc
Data includes fields (767-787) known col-
lectively as linking entry {ields, where re-
lated titles are recorded in catalog-entry
form. While some libraries have indexed
these {ields in their online catalogs, in
effect making them catalog entries, the
intent ofthe fields was not to create added
entries. The linking entry fields were de-
signed to display a note in the record in
which the linking entry appears and to
provide machine linkage between the re-
cord for the target item and the record for
the related item. As Carlyle notes, Melissa
Barnhart (Beck) has offered a model for
constructing catalog displays utilizing the
hnking entry fields {br serials. Other sys-
tems make hypertext links to facilitate
navigation among the records. Nonethe-
Iess, these fields and strategies are not
included, much less mandateS, in today's
cataloging code.-C ry stal Graham., Digi-
tal Infonnation and Seriak CatalogingLi-
brarian, Unioersity of Califurnia, San Di-
ego

The author replies:
I would lirst like to thank Crystal Graham



fbr her correction of my error regarding
serials records. I am guiltyindeed. Mystate-
ment regarding added entries fbrearlier and
later titles {br serials was justified, incor-
rectlv. as fbllows. AACR2 nrle 21.30G for
added entries for related worls closely re-
lated to the work being cataloged. Rule
21.30G re{'ers to mle 21.28 (Relatedworks)
fbr guidance. Because rule 21.28 includes
"continuations and sequels," I assume that
serials would also requi.e added entries for
title chanses.

Secon"d, please note that an important
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ref'erence is missing in the published arti-
cle:

Tillett, Barbara B. l99la. A taxonomy of bib-
liographic relationships. Library resources
& technical services 35: 150-58.

This re{'erence should follow the re{'er-
ence to Svenonius. Thanks are due to Tohn
M. Cys. Moffett Library. Midweitern
State University, fbr pointing out this
omission.-Allyson Cadyle, Craduate
School of Library and Informntion Sci-
ence, (Jnioersity of Washington.

INpBx ro Aovrnrrsnns

Blackwellt 294
EBSCOdoc cover 4
Kapco 282
Library ofCongress cover 2
Library Technologies cover 3
OCLC Forest Press 277
ocLC 349,356
Reed Re{'erence 278.28I
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Since 1985, the OCIC TechPro service has helped hundreds of libraries eliminate
their cataloging backlogs and keep pace with ongoing cataloging, giving patrons
prompt access to materials.

TechPro offers:
o Customized cataloging and physical processing to match your exact specifications
. Cataloging of materials in all bibliographic formats and in many languages
o Quality cataloging at prices that can reduce your overall cataloging costs

Here is another option to consider: the new TechPro Basic Price Option. This
streamlined cataloging service is designed for libraries that need help getting recentry
published book and serials cataloged but without complex editing or having
extensive local information added to records. If your project is straightforward, this
simplified approach to contract cataloging may be just what you need.

Loohng for a partner to keep your cataloging up{o-date? Contact the OCLC
TechPro service todav.

9 .5878 ,  ex t . 4386
PHllll | | ii;ffi;rcia-stout@ocrc.ors
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Ifyou have been searching for an easy way to authority control your

library's current cataloging, try l:ll'sAuthority Express service.

WithAutbot'lty Express, a library uses the Internet to transmit a
file of newly cataloged bibliographic records to LTI (via FTP).
Overnight, LTI processes the records through its state-of-the-art
authority control system. Then, at the library's convenience , it logs
into LTI's FTP server to retrieve fully authorized catalog records,

along with linked LC name and sublect authority records.

Autboritjt Express
. Keeps authority control current at an affordable price
. Integfates easily into existing workflows
. Lowers cost by reducing staff time spent on catalog maintenance
. Provides nextday turn atound for up to 5,OO0 catalog records
. Accepts records for processing even if LTI did not perform the

original authority control

Autbority Controlfor tbe 21st Century"

Ltannav f ecnnotocrEs, trc.
2300 Computer Avenue, Suite D-19 Willow Grove, PA 19O9O

(215) 830-9320 Fu: (215) 830-9422
(80O) 795-9504 email: LTl@LibraryTech Com
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